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FOREWORD
"The Quotations From the septuagint in the synoptic Gospels"
is the result
relation

of a statement made in the septuagint

between

Testament.
together

the quotations

duction

the

as found in the New

An objective study ensued vvith the purpose (j)fgathering
these quotations

results..

of the Septuagint

Class concerning

in a comparative

st,udy and a tabulation

of the

The study was greatly stimulated by H. B. swete1s "An Introto the Old Testament

the quotations

in the Greek", especially

his chapter on

from the Old Testament as found in the New Testament ..

His list of quotations was compared with that of westcott and Hort in
the back of their "The New Testament in the Greek" and also Erwin
Nestle's

Greek Testament

Because

in which he lists the quotations

of the theroughness

and completeness

in bold-faced

of Dr. swete1s list

tYP6*
it has been used as the basis of this investigation ..
I wish to acknowledge
Smith and Instructor

my indebtedness

to professor

David C. pellett. for their Suggestions

in the pursuit of this study.

S. Marion
and advice

I also wish t. express appreciation to

Mrs~ Albert Fauth for her work in the typing of this paper.
It is hoped that a furthel' interest and investigation
made in the remaining

will be

books of the New Testament in the near future.
A. F.

Plainfield,

Indiana, 1948
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QUOTATIONS FROM THE SEPTUAGINT
IN THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO mE SEPTUAGINT
The greatest disaster to shake the national and religious life
of Judaism was the

S I c:l etr 0 f ~ ..

It was indicative of failure on the

part of the Hebrews to faithfully
ed them by Jehovah.

This responsibility

theism, or their knowledge
of the 1IIOrld. The [10.6
from monotheism

ditional

rrof:'

and West.

from

polytheism.

Alexander

1

existence.
Septuagint

mono-

This scattering was in two

Those in the East held tenaciously

Judaism; but those in the West unconsciously

: A~

Greek~.

w~.s that of disseminating

came upon the heels of their backslidings

customs of their adopted country.
through

entrust-

of the true and living God, to the nations

into heathenish

directions--East

discharge the responsibility

to tra-

accepted the

With the coming of Greek domination

the Great, these Westerners became known as Hellenists

'7 'Y ( .t E I v,

to conform or take the customs and language of the

It is through them that the Septuagint
Inasmuch

as our study nll

translation

deal with "Quotations

came into
From the

in the SynoptiC Gospels", it will be necessary for us to be-

come acquainted

with an account of the events that originated

the Sept\ia-

gint to its present existence.
lAlfred Edersheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah
(8th ed., New York: 1910), Vol. Ie, p. 17.

2

Its origin
Someone has said that "necessity is the mIDther of invention",
and this was true in the making sf the septuagint Bible.

The Jews whQ

had been brought into contact with Hellenistic customs and language
found themselves,
language.

in time, unable to read the Bible written in the Hebrew·

"The Hellenistic

Jews spoke Greek, prayed in Greek, sang psalms

in Greek, wrote in Greek, produced Greek literature; further, their best
minds thought in Greek."l

Out of this exigency came forth the need of a

Bible written in the language of their adopted country.
Long before Alexander the Great had conquered the world, some
of the Jews had gone to Egypt through an Egyptian invasion as hostages
and captives.

When Alexander built Alexandria in the land of Egypt,

he gave the Jews a place in the new city. 2

Following Alexander's

death, the ptolemies added to the Jewish popUlation until by the time
of the Christian era they numbered more than a million.3

The great need

for a Bible that they could use in their synagogue was inevitable.

Accord-

ing to tradition found in Josephus, Philo, and the purported letter of
one Aristeas,

ptolemaeus Philadelphus,

ation of the Jewish high-priest

king of Egypt, with the cooper-

of Jerusalem, ordered the translation

IG. Adolph Deissman, Bible Studies (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark,
1901), p , '/0.

2H. B. swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in Greek
at the university Press, 1900), p , 5.

(Cambridge

3rbid, p , 7.

3
l
of the Hebrew Bible into Greek.
The manner in Which the translation was accomplished is shrouded
with much superstition.

Seventy scholars, from Whence comes the term

Septuagint, were brought to Alexandria where they translated the Pentateuch into Greek.2

The stories that grew out of this event will not be

discussed here becaUse of their pseudon,ymOUS and legendary character.
Modern scholars have accepted the Alexandrian version of the law in the
3
days of Philadelphus.
Our interest lies primarily in the language that was used, for
this is What influenced the writers of the New Testament with their use
of the LXX. Swete s~s:
"The Greek which the JewS of Alexandria learnt to speak was
neither the literary language of the .chOlers nor that of Hellenistic writers of second or first century B. C. It awas based on
the patoiS of the Alexandrian streets and markets-- mixture, as
we may suppose, of the ancient spoken tongue of HeU as with elements gathered from Macedonia, Asia Minor, Egypt, and Libya. Into this hybrid speech the Jewish colony would infuse, wnen it became their usual orgBIlof c_unieation,
a strong coloring of
Semitic thought, and not a fewrem1niscencea of Hobrew or AramaiC
lexicography and gr_ar•
Such, at am' rate, is the mon"""nt of
Jewish-Egyptian Greek t"iCh survives in the earUer books of the
so-called septuagint."
neisamann calla it the Egypto-Alexandrian dialect, a Semitic Greek which
1charle

A. Briggs, General Introduction to the Holy Scrl~ture
s
(New York: Charles scribner'. SoDS, 1899), p. 12L.
um
2Frankel proposes the idea that the LXX was • Greek Terg
which
gre" out of the needs in the Egyptian synagogue, much like the Palestlnian
and Babw
TarguIDs _ Charles A. Briggs, op. cit., p. 125.
loniBn
3R. B. swete, Ope cit., p. 17.
4Ibid, p. 9.

4
l

no one ever spoke either before or after.

But, it left its imprint upon

the New Testam.ent." The relation between the language used in the LXX and
the New Testament

is exhaustively

treated by Hatch2 and Kennedy)

is a great deal of similari·ty found in the two vocabularies.

One wonders

v,ould be if the writers had not used the LXX.

what the New Testament
Kennedy

There

says, "The language of the LXX will be found to be the basis upon

which the New Testament

structure is reared.
Manuscripts

The remainder

,,4

and Recensions

of the Bible was translated and added to the Penta-

teuch as the books were added to the Hebrew canon and sent from Palestine.
This process
possessed

continued until by the time of the Christian era, Alexandria

the whole or nearly the whole of the Hebrew Scripture in a

Greek translation.5
sources.

The writer of the prologue of Sirach, who arrived in Egypt in

the thirty-eighth
"Lawll,

Evidence attesting to this fact is found in various

"Prophets",

6

year of Euergetes,

i. e., in 132 B.

e.,

uses the words

and "the rest of the books" which were current in a

translation.

Philo in the first century A. D., also used the LXX and

quoted largely

from many of its books.

There are two other sources:

IG. Adolph Deissrnann, OPe cit., pp.

66,67.

2Edwin Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek (Oxford at the Clarendon
Press, 1889).
3R. A. A. Kennedy, Sources of New Testament Greek (Edinburgh:
T. and T. Clark, 38 George st., 1895~.
4Ibid, p. 10.
5R. B. Swete,

OPe

cit., p. 25.

6Charles A. Briggs, Ope cit., p. 189;
R. A. A. Kennedy, OPe cit., p. 24.

the writers

of the New Testament who quoted from the Old Testament in

Greek, and Josephus who knew and used the LXX.
The completion
acceptance.

received wide acclaim and

It became not only the Bible of the Greek-speaking

Alexandria

Jews in

and Egypt, but of all Jews in the countries in and around the
l

Medlterr'aneart'
centuries

of the translation

Sea.

It was copied and recopied during the succeeding

by scribes of varying intelligence.

Errors were multiplied

and the two texts, Hebrew and LXX, began to differ more and more froIn each
other.
Because of these scribal srrODS and its use by the Christian
Church Fathers polemically,
for

,7,b t Y

,it

e , g ,, the use of [/4.\ [)/.,. 05 in Isaiah 7:14

was increasingly

unsatisfactory

to the Jewish schools of

T:-

interpretation.

Aquila, Theodotion,

and Symmachus attempted to provide

a text which would correct this hostility.
the second century A. D., translated
independently
mistrusted

of the LXX.

Aquila, in the first half of

the Hebrew scriptures into Greek

It was received with favor by the Jews but

by the Christians.-

?

Theodotion followed with another Greek
3

version which was a revision of the LXX to conform with the official text.
Symmachus

followed with an attempt to make a better Greek version of the

lIra M. Price, The Ancestry of our En~liSh Bible (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1937), 11th edition, p.l.
2H. B. Swete, op , cit., p. 41.
JCharles

A. Briggs,

OPe

cit .., p. 192.

6

of the Old Testament from the Christian point of view.

1

He used

Aquila, LXX, and Theodotion.
Later attempts were made to preserve the original text of the
Greek Old Test~lent.

origen at Caesarea (232-254 A. D.) made the first

effort with his Hexapla which contained the Hebrew, a Hebrew transliteration, Aquila, Theodotion, Symmachus, and a revision of the LXX.

price

says, "When we consider that the Hebrew and LXX texts used by origen were
divergences

from the original text in the second and third centuries B.C.,

·we begin to appreciate how rapidly the errors of the scribes must hQv;e
multiplied. ,,2 Hesychius revised the text of the entire Bible in Alexandria, and it became the official text of the Egyptian Church.

Lucian,

the martyr (311 A. D.), made another independent attempt of revision
of the entire Greek Bible at Antioch.

Thus, by the beginning of the
~

fourth century, A.D., there were three Greek texts of the Bible in use.~
The present Text

The critic in endeavoring to arrive at a text which may be close
to the original will find himself with not one manuscript containing the
original LXX translation of the Hebrew Bible (c 100 B.C., lost)h but
scores of Greek manuscripts, uncial and cursive, each one containing

lIbido
2Ira M. price, Ope cit., p. 115.
3Charles A. Brigg~, Ope cit., p. 193.

4Donald L. Hoffman, An Examination of nll as it occurs in the
Masoretic Text studied in Light of the septuagint. unpu6hshed
Dl.ssertatl.on,Department of Religion, Butler University, Indianapolis,
(1942), p. 4.

7
a text differing
has classified

from the o·ther to a greater or lesser degree.

1

them into: Neutral texts, Vatican codex (B. 4th century),

Sinaitic

codex ()( 4th century); Egyptian texts, Alexandria

Eppraern

codex (C ,th century); Western texts, Bezae codeK CD).

manuscripts,
to Westcott

Briggs

Vatican

(B) belonging

to Neutral texts, i.

e.,

(A·5th century),
2

Of these

(according

and Hort) a text free from corruptions which came in all

the subsequent

revisions,

These manuscripts
authors who published

is considered the best.
along with some recensions were used by several

various printed texts of the Greek Bible.

A few

of them are: Erasmus whose 1519 edition was used by Luther, Beza (1,6,1604), Elzevirs
Bengal

(1633 edition, called the received text of N. T.),

(1734), Tischendorf,

based upon a corrected

Westcott

and Hort, and Swete (1787-1894,

text of B).3

The text we shall use for this dissertation
H. B. SWate in its latest revised editions.4

is the one edited by

Swete follows largely the

Vatican

(B) manuscripts,

andrine

(A), and in a few instances where both fail him, he uses the

uncial manuscripts

but where it is defective or lacking the Alex-

which occupy the next phase of importance.

2Char1es A. Briggs,

Ope

5

cit., pp. 195-203.

3Ibid, pp. 206-209.
4H. B. Swete, 'Ihe Old Testament in the Greek According to the
septuagint, Cambridge at University Press,
Vol. I, (1909), 4th edition
Vol. II, (1907), 3rd edition
Vol. III, (1912), 4th edition.
'Ibid, Vol. I., p.xi!.

CHAPTER II
QUOTATIONS IN THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW
Before we examine the passages used by the 'writer of the Gospel
of Matthew, it will be necessary to say that we will be dealing with only
the direct citations.

There are many more references from the Old Testl

ament than these, but they are mere allusions and reminiscences.

An

exhaustive and complete list has been prepared and printed by westcott
and Hort;2

also a complete system will be found in the Greek Testament

edited by Dr. Erwin Nestle who prints the LXX references in bold or
type. 3

black-face

By

direct citations, we refer to (I) "those which

"(0-:;""

are cited with an introductory formula, such as
_

\

c;

I

t:;1

nX?~~~'J n e70.s.v(Mt.),OVTW.50rXqow;
simply (Mt., Mk., I~.,);•..•
by

/')

,

/

0

c/

y E yo V ev ,..""

I

/

l'E-yr~ffr;{I,

or

,/Ey(-'o.rrl"a.'

(2) those which, though not announced

a formula, appear from the context to be intended as quotation~, or

agree verbatim with

some

context in the Old

Te

s t-amenb- n4

A

good example

is found in Matthew 19:4,5:

4. o6x

Jviywre.

<;~

01/

c
0

'/

xT/<:ra.5

)
I
e'/,rOI qt:r £,.; a v-r
00.5 ;

)

an-

J

'

\-

-)/

a.f 7 75 '\'

\

0'£"

f)- J

xc:v 0'7;1v

IH. B. swete, An Introduction to the Old Testament in the Greek,
p,

38L

2westcott and Hort, The New Testament in the original Greek
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1941), p. 602ff.
3Erwin Nestle, Greek New Testament (American Bible society,
New York, 1935), 16th edition.
4H. B. swete, Ope cit., p. 382.
(8 )

9

reference.
porates

Jesus, in answering

that which is recorded

a direct quotation.
ad irect quot.at.Ion,
examined

the question of the Pharisees,

in Genesis 1:27 but does not use it as

But the following verse, though not introduced
is an appropriate

example of (2) above.

a goodly number oft.hese allusions and reminiscences,

them generally

inc or-

in agreement 1'd.th the Septuagint.

as

I have
and found

It is the quotations

with which we shall deal that present the difficult problemss
Of the Synoptic writers,
and quotations
quotations
eighteen

There are a total of forty-four

Gospels. Forty of these are found in Matthew,

in Mark, and seventeen

in Luke.

Eighteen of these are peculiar

Mark and Luke; three are common to Matthew and Mark, four to

and Luke, but none are found in Mark and Luke to the exclusion

Matthew

1

Matthewo
citations
Psalms

from the Old Testament.

in the Synoptic

to Matthew,

Matthew containB the most references

It might be of further interest to note that of these forty

in Matthew, nine are from Isaiah; six each from Deuterono~,

and Exodus; three from Hosea and Zechariah;

Jeremiah;

of

two from Leviticus

and

and one each from Genesis, Daniel, Micah, and Malachi.

We come now to our examination
from the Old Testament.
ages found in Matthew.

of the passages quoted by Matthew

the investigation will be limited to those passIt will be in the nature of an objective

lH. B. Swete, Ope cit., p. 391£.

study, with

10

our conclusions

arrived at after our investigation

of Mark and Luke.

several of the passages treated in Matthew will be found also in Mark and
Luke, but they will receive our attention '«hen we discuss the passages
in those Gospels.

We shall deal with each passage in the Greek, compare

it with the LXX, and then check the M. T. where necessarye
passages Which Agree With The LXX
It will be necessary here only to mention or perhaps give an
example

of these passages.

agree verbally«tth

The following
\ In

or

\

c
?}-'
wv

New

Testament,
('

17 \

Y w v 1(45. 4:f4.

?JJ W v LXX,

Isaiah 40:3
Deuteronomy 8:-3
Deuteronomy 6:16
Exodus 20: (13) 15
Exodus 20: (14) 13
EXodus 21:24
Leviticus 19:18
Hosea 6:6
Hosea 6:6
Isaiah 6:9f
psalm 8:2
psalm 117:22f
Exodus 3:6
Leviticus 19:18
Daniel 12:11

x

I)

Vf(""

r.-

.,

...

OVToS

OI)(O(JOjJOc)V"rL,f',
,I

\

4.IJT7.1xa.1

,I

f)

~<rrJl/'

/

f)

...,.
\

.}

7

XEfaA?Y'

li.t$

c!.Y.£V'70'7

6f

V'

!}O·)fJDIJ

C7C1.U/-J<l.(f'I'l

Matthew 21: 42

I

Ova..rr.fbO"'jJ4.C1'Ir
I

~I

:> I
~,/I.V~'r()

I

)(lIe'OV

C;\)

\ / f)

I'IO'OV'

,

().rr.r~tJ"/~a.r:r1Y

/

with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with

I

('

yINY/~5·rrq~",

The fifteen passages are:

is an example:

G'"

AU70r

the LXX.
3:3
4:4
4:7
5:21
5:27
5:38
5:43
9:13
12:7
13:14i'
21:16
21:42
22:32
22:39
24:15

Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew
Matthew

Of Matthew'S forty citations used, fifteen

,)

01

('

-

c)

t5,

OIKOoOjJi>twT

£7~y £ r"o
I

'-'

(A.,1J"r'?

\ ,)/

7 X<t,

s r:r1'';

»

I'

"LlTOS

£j~v797

i1

C7 4

)))

(/f' 4

C1'1'l

I \

7v

£/5 'J(E.f4"

s: It'

L1

I

-

Of /Yo..;1,., o 15

psalm 117:.22,23

upon examining

the remaining

verbal agreements.

f:ourteen, the reader will discover the same

11

might be called to the passage in 3:3 where he omits

Attention
the words

,/,,;t9tf

of the LXX

probably refers

to

I<"r/ov

,,:; ; t ~r:

.1

and uses the 'WOrd ~ ~,...-o ~

which

This was done perhaps to fit the prophecy

Also, there is a change in order found in 13:14£.
"J
/I)
I
is omitted before ~ £ ~ E ......5 and fo1lo198 ~ CT a.. }'OllS
, but

to the occasion.
The

,

o.o t" ~

II"

r

in the LXX o.~I~'"
with the LXX A.

precedes

r( ~~ f'w.).

The passage in Matthew agrees

in 9:13, the translation

agrees ~th

Hebrew 1Ihich we will accept over against the LXX B.
which is similar to the Matthew

X'a? o~

Matthew

usually

the LXX A and the
The LXX A has

text but omitted by LXX B.

follows LXX A which we shall see as we continue.

three differences

are not pronounced

These

enough to keep them out of this

group.
Passages Which Disagree

Textually With the LXX

This group contains the majority of Matthew's
problems

that grow out of textual differences.

problems

are due to one of the following:

prophetic
lation,

quotations

We shall discover

that the

an adapting of the text to a

context, a loose citation of the text, a difference
a fusing together of passages

with

from different contexts,

in trans-

and a

2

difference

in order.

The passages

which we shall consider are:

Matthew 1: 23
Matthew 2 :1.5
Matthew 2 :18

nth
w.i th

with

Isaiah 7 :14
Hosea 11::1
Jeremiah 31 :1.5

lB. T. D. Smith, Cambridge Greek Testament
the University Press, 1927), p, 82.

(London: Cambridge

at

.

21 am indebted to H. B. Swete, op. cit., p. 394, for the suggested
problem areas, although I find myself in disagreement with a few of the
passages cited"

12

MatthEllf4::6
Matthew 4:10
Matthew 5:31
Matthew 11:10
Matthew 12:18-21
Matthew 15: 4
Matthew 15:8f
Matthew 19:5f
Matthew 19:18f
Matthew 21:4£
Matthew 21::13
Matthew 22:24
Matthew 22:37
Matthew 22:44
Matthew 24:15
Matthew 26:31
Matthew 27::46
!dapting

with
with
with
with
with
wi th
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with

Psalm 91:11
Deuteronomy6:13
Deuteronomy2h:l
Malachi 3:1
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with

with
wi th

of the text to.a prophetic context. - Our first

textual

problem is found in Matthew 1: 23 where we find two words in disagreement
/

~/

wi th the LXX.. Matthew has Eo
I

I

~71"''fLr;.,

'5.z./

and

J/...

and X4)tr$15

lJst

•

X t\

A

E O'ad

whereas the LXXhas

11"0'''

I

\

and /l7~'I'I-ra/are

both in the future

tense with the same person and number, and can be translated
verb "to have»,
and

/

by several

However"such is not the case with the words X'.::tl£~c>"'l'J'w

which differ

)(.::t~EO-.£'S

scholars.

in number-,

Differences of opinion are voiced

Somewould limit their

explanations

ual, while others depart from the text to find their
of interpretation.

/

McNeile explains x~A.s<1'''JcrH''

more Aramaic, for the passive
age was correct

with the

~~7Pf~E

r4-(

,

purely text-

answers in the field

as "a periphrasis,
and suggests that the pass-

in Matthew's time in an Aramaic translation

and formed part of a collection

to

from the Hebrew

of Testimonia" ,,1 Bohl thinks Matthew

lA.. H. McNeile, Gospel According to Matthew (London: Macmillan
and Company,1938), pe 9..

1.3

£ollowed a Volksbibel which existed with a translation of Isaiah 7:14
2
1
others" like Allen,,··
and both of these textual departures were used ..
Smith,) and Vincent,4 think :It is due to an adaptation of tbe text to
a prophetic
1.11.<1.1'

fuli'i1l111ent• Vincent says, ''Matthewgenerali.zes the sing-

into the plural,

larger

..,,5

fulfillment

and quotes the prophecy in a form sui ted to its
"They shall call

HjS

name", ie e, , the people

shall

call His name; in other words, He will be recognized as "Godwith

us" •

This is the probable reason for the differences

as recorded.

Anothel similar problem is found in Matthew 2:15 where we have
)
I
£x"h
... .,...'~
of.'r:
I S x r-a.
_I

a.1I"'D~e
)

",.

,

but in the LXX,Hosea 11:1

LXXis in error,

Exodus.

There can be no doubt that the

perhaps due to a scribe who thought the statement re-

to the children of Israel's
This Ls seOll in the use of

Thayer means "to call
20:17.

r.l

In this instance Matthewadheres c1Qsely to the M. 'r ..

whereas the LXXB departs therefrom.

ferred

jaa.xf),,,,· ..

deliverance from Egypt as recorded in

I'I.,-,_" ..Aiw

which, according to

6

!r<RJl one place to another".

Boh1 clo1ms that the LXXtranslation

cf. Acts 7 <14; 10: 32;

does not lean toward a

lEduard Bahl Die A1testamentlichen Citate in Neuen Testament
(Wien: Wilhelm Bra'IDl~irer,-:rn;ttn, p , 5fe
2Wi11oughby O. Allen, I!!!,ernational
(NewYork: Charles Scribner's
3B. T.. DOl Smith, Ope

Oritical

Oomment""'" Matthew

Sons, 1907), p, 10.
cit.,

p.. 2J.•

Syno~tic
Vincent, Wordstudies in the N~ Testament, p. 1 •
GO.Ee~ (New York: OharlOS Scribner'.
sons, 1918) Vol. I.,

4M. R.

'Ibid, p. 18.
6J. H. 'l'hayer, Gr•• 1£. in 19'1glish Lexicon of NewTestaJn~
(NewYork:. Harper and Brothers, 1592), p, 405.

I

II

Messiahship;

but the Jclksbibel which he used did, and he therefore
1
chose it to fit his need.
Lenski says, "Matthew natural~ discarded
.......

the LXX with its plural

\

tJ(1'Ix

J

/

Vtl

,

which is well for general purposes,

but not nearly exact enough for what the prophet really says and what
Matthew
~ch

intends

to use."

2

Matthew leaves the LXX and follows the M. T.

is more exact and adaptable to his prophetic message and its

interpretation.
This next passage is of special interest in that it is recorded
as a quotation

from the lips of Satan.

him with the Scriptures,

In the temptation,

and immediately

Our problem here is one of omiSSions.

Christ answers

he answers Christ in like manner.

The passage in Matthew 4:6 is the

same in Psalm 91:13: with the exception that Matthew omits

S'li f OA~

1'0;:)

ttl

There can be no doubt here of the Devil's attempt

e

to adapt a passage for his own evil intent.
Word of God, misinterprets

"So the Devil quotes the

it, omits a clause, and tries to trip the Son

of God by the Word of God. ,,3
There are several words of disagreement
Malachi

',

A TT'or,£M",is used

3::l in the LXX B.

by LXX; however, Gesenius

IEduard BObl,

in Matthew 11:10 with

)

4

T.

Ope

,I

Matthew also uses oJ

I
KaTa..tT)(4.()~f1'£1

_/\

CI'/

'?Y'oodr

cit., p. 10.

2R• C. H. Lenskd , Interpretation of st. Matthew's
Ohio: The Wartbury Press? I94)}, p. 76£.
~

{

by Matthew but .l.5a.If"O~"1.d~.....>

says that the LXX uses both in the trans-

t.,lJ}"

lation of the Hebrew J 7L

.

Gospel (,Columbus,

3A• T. Robertson, Word Pictures in the New Testament, Matthew and
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1930), Vol. I., p, 32.

4william Gesenius, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament
(Boston: Crocker and Brewster, t866), 12th ed., p. 1068.
Brown, Driver, Briggs, Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old
Testament (New York:t Houghton, Mifnin and Company, 1906), p. $05.
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and the LXX X tt J
it

l rrF

I
0 ~ W 7rDJ

"

'ire;

I

\
0

IJoII

•

l
L'1rJ

~ 1\

.£\

I

.!i-lf.!

't:a

I

o

f0

v

Mark and Luke agree with Matthew, but Mark omits
I

t£J-'

0

r:r f) L

II" 0' OU •

Matthew's

xa.T(),,(f'J(t!.IJ«.O"".£1

is closer to the Hebrew

which means to clear a house or a road, in the Piel; but in the (~al the
meaning

is to turn, to turn the back.

for the translator

1

It 'would have been an easy matter

of the LXX to use the Qal, which he did here, in-

stead of the piel, for the original Hebrew did not have the vowel
system used today_

flO()

(LXX B) to

The thing that bothers us most is the change of
(Jot)

(Matthew).

An adequate reason is found in Alford's

comment:

"our Lord here changes the person of the original
prophecy ,which is f' 00 • And that He does so, making that which
is said by Jehovah of Himself, to be addressed to the Messiah, is
if such were needed (compare also Luke 1:16,17, and 7~), no mean
indication of HiS own eternal and co-equal God-head."
That this is another case of adapting a prophetic context to the circumstances

under which it was to have been fulfilled is quite obvious.

Jesue uses a Messianic passage and applies it to the relationship
John the Baptist to HiS ministry.J

of

However, MCNeile thinks these words

were not spoken by Jesus but were inserted editorially by Matthew.4
This could be possible, but is probably better to accept them as genuine and then explain them in their context as we have done.

1 Ibid , p. 850; Eduard Bohl, Ope cit., p. 36.
2Henry Alford, The Greek Testament, The Four Gospels, Vol. I,
6th edition, (Cambridge: Deighton, Bell and Company, 1868), p. 116.
3Cf. R. C. H. Lenski, Ope cit., p. 729.

4A•

H. MCNeile, Ope cit., p.

154.
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Our next passage in Matthew 19:5f and Genesis 2:24 adheres
closely to the Hebrew
both.

M.

T. with the exception that

ot f Jo

is added by

This addition is adhered to wherever the New Testament quotes

this passage.

1

Alford also notes that they are not in the LXX only but

also in the Samaritan Pentateuch.2

Broadus seems to think that it

"expressed emphatically what the original implies".)

The addition

certainly does not impair the original, and adds to the meaning of
to cleave, or to glue.
J

-

I

I

and }J(J..I"£Ca.

,

but

\

"/01'"

can be translated "his father" as well as "the father".

rt'f()

)('o~~

CT'XOA~?

J'

Several minor differences might be noted further.

The LXX has Q.IJ1'ov after t7'al£f'"

is

P~

I

"'aT"~r'o..of

Matthew

Another difference

()ff'~1(,lI(LXX
D; it changes from LXX A to LXX D here) and

7Bf~I'''V(Matthew).

Thayer in his Lexicon lists both words,

and

says

they are translated in the LXX forp~:r.4
... T

Our last reference is Matthew 26:31 which is a quotation from
Zechariah 13:7.

There are several differences between the texts plus an

addition in Matthew.

EO"hl'

gives us a translation of the LXX A which is
I

similar with Matthew 'With the exception of

J7"tr"4$OV,

I

aerist impr. 2 p.3.

LXX A is a correct translation of the M. T. with the addition of
/

Tf'olf'r"/S

•

I

Matthew changes thertaraJov-

to

/

rrartiJw

~7S

in order to suit

the need of his prophetic context--God is about to smite the shepherd, 'Christ.

1a. C.

H. Lenski, OPe cit., p. 729.

2Henry Alford, OPe cit., p. 193.
3John A. Broadus, Comment.at:Y'
on the GaBtal of Matthew. ( Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society,B6),
p. 397.

4J. H. Th~er,
5Edward

BOhl,

OPe cit., pp. 353, ,41.
OPe cit., p. 68f.
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cfi. BOhl, "Wir haben hier eine direct messianische Weissagung bei dem
Propheten, welche Jesus als in janer Nacht, da ar verrath&n ward,
erfUllt bezeichnet.nl

It is often Matthew's custom to follow the LXX A

in preference to the LXX B, even to a departure from the M. T e
Loose citations. - The difference in this group of citations
are more apparent and evident.

It has been very difficult to single

these out of the first group Which we have just considered; for they,
too, seem to be an adaptation to a prophetic context.

However, from

the beginning one will immediately nota the difference between the
groups.

Evidently Matthew quoted these passages from memor,r--not that

he did not do so with the foregoing quotations.
uncertainty of the original text iabetrayed,

In these passages his

for he quotes a portion

from the LXX, then the Hebrew, then a free translation of both, etc.
The difficulty in this group lies in endeavoring to determine the source
of the citation and its departures.
Our

first passage is a good example for this group. Matthew in

2 :18 quotes from Jeremiah 31:15.
differences and omissions.
throughout.

A textual examination will manifest its

He Oscillates between the LXX and the Hebrew

Willoughb,r C. Allen ably points out the differences in the

following excerpt:
" ~Wt"

'''0r t(t'4.\ :LXX, )(.t1G"IIS",
\
\
7I £\1
oS

x al

\

J (i
O~(.)(3

\

represents the LXX

B~.f V'''u

paraphrases the LXX

)(.a.)

Rt il).

f_

\

0.5
("

\

I

rr os u_5
I

xAa"Bp,,~ XI4I' of"'ff()~' i?t'7A J'Aalouq-a.
~.,,-oxA 4Jf/'-" (,7~ k A «). Ia..' rix va..
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)

...

inserts

CA..Ll1J7S
J

here s rrr

\

t:

r'wv

)
(lv,?.se

L}/WV

"<T' a. tr &74/1.,

)

0

In"',1

r1'ae"''''''fC7f}Y4'.JSO

rr4('(}.)«.~'lBfvCc/(BabmgA,
I

but B

of the M.. T.. and LXX B is

J" ~ t (i( II'J so

LXX. ,,1

comments and saye , "It appears to be a citation from memory

of the LXX text. ,,2

Swete also cd,tea

3

it as an example for a loose citation.

There may be some hesitancy
Matthew

'>'1 Ll
I
17;'C7~t\.!1

o ux

Here' for her children

omi t.t.ed
, with LXX A Q ~~,
Allen further

1<'AI

7')..BE~£V

(J(A Q) O~J(

LXX Xq~
rT(4

from the Hebrew a clause which the LXX omitted, but A Q

-

in including this next passage,

5:31, as a citation because of its vast difference from either the

M. T. or the LXX; but it is included

by the scholars Who have various

com-

ments to offer.. Bohl claims this is not a citation from the Old Testament
a. saying, more of a synopsis. 4

but nerely

is sufficient

But Lenskf says that the l1&ffi6J1

to mark the fact that Je~us refers to the word of Moses
24:1.

'WI'itten in Deuteronomy

Therefore,

Jesus summarizes Deuteronomy

24:1 as the Jews did When they assumed that the passage allowed their
divorce

The beginning
LXX.

6 The

words of the passage are probably

411'0,..7',\

of the LXX's

J'J<1'.&1 ,

notes the follow.i..ngregarding
I

a paraphrasing
Matthew's

of the

d/~W

is,

"he shall give".

)

1)1

be handed to the wife.

refers to a releasing.

(J"I~"

no doubt, an adaptation
Robertson

ItS

and demanded that the divorce-certificate

I

a.rr{)(f"l'4,<1",t)v:

'a divorce certificate' (Moffatt) I a written
(Weymouth).
The Greek is an abbreviation of

It..ct 17'() (1",4. '1'ltJy,

notice of divorce"
lWilloughby

c. Allen,

Ope cit., p. 16.

2Ibid.

3H. B. Swete,
4Eduard

5R.

c.

Bbnl,

OPe

Ope cit., p. 30.

H. Lenski, OPe cit., p. 229.

6A. H ..McNeile,

which

cit., p. 394.

~ ~

" 0' A,Y.'.~• .is perhaps a specimen of the manner in
the Rabbis paraphrased."
Ope cit., p. 66.
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I
A I g. Y'

}
o.rrfl4"/4~/~1J.

I

The Vulgate has here libellum repudii ..
The papyri use l1'iJY(f'-'P7. J.!Tr1f"'T'tt".,'OLJ
in commercialtransactions
as a tbo~d of release' (see Moulton and Milligan's ~ocabul~
etc.)."
~I

~-

The length of our next passage is probably responsible for the
sUndry differences

between the texts.

Swate thinks these differences

are due to a recension. (Theodotion) that Matthewused, and it bore a
close relation

to the Alexandrian Greek which was in the hands of the
2
Church.
This is only a probability and its possibility

Palestinian

can be doubted.

Howaccurate can a person quote four verses of scrip-

ture,

if they had been given to him by 'WOrd
of mouth?

especially

Matthew in 12:18-21 quotes Isaiah 42:1-4 in which he follows the Hebrew save the last

line of vs. 21, "in His name". "These and a few

minor points are no warrant for the conclusion that Matthewfollowed
some Targuminstead of the Hebrew, or had peculiar readings in his Hebrew original.

The purpose of the quotation is not a literal

tion of the original

but an application of ancient prophecy to the great

beginnings of its fulfillment.,,3
translates

reproduc-

The samewriter says further,

"Matthew

the thought, and is not hampered~ mechanical literalism."

An excellent

discussion of the differences

in his Commentar,y
on Matthew.'

is given by John A •. Brci)adus'

Because of its length, it will be unwise

to burden our paper with it.
lAo T. Robertson, OPecit.,
2H. B. Swate, OPe cit.,

p. 46.

p. 396.

3R. C. H. Lenski, Ope cit.,

p. 472.

4Ibid, p. 414.

'J. A.

Broadus, oPe cit.,

4

p. 264£.
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There are two problem areas that might be dealt with here.
Matthew translates

the LXX
'a

) I / (J
aA 7I.>'na."

1

s If

, 19hichfollows the

e Someinterpreters

Jl b
K. can
., ...

a great deal of discussion to this substitution.
"firmness,

stability,

and perpetuity,

as well as truth".l

says, "The Hebrewmeans only tin reality
i. e. with actual success.,,2
steadfast

.
Hatch says, "It is conceivable that it mayhave
)

.'.5'

)
}I o I
or,£y ~A?"Eltf

)). //)

1~.r".t"

I

..,

Here, again, we must needs depart from literalism

:

"for his law"•

to interpretation,

'hope in his name' amountedto muchthe same thing as 'wait for

his instruction',
right

'

Matthew closes his quotation with 1'..:1 OYc/j1p..-F/

thus follOWing the LXXB but not the Hebrew1171 J Jlj,

"since

to

in Hebrewmeans "permanence"

come to be used as an equivalent for ~/)" d
or 'really'

cf. I John 3:18,

which may have been adopted by the Greek text

4

'truly'

As Lenski

McNeile calls attention

n ~)
- ...

- ... .,.

Habbakuk (n ~) ~ ), and claims the

that Matthew used,

and truth';

also mean

Jesus, Matthewis saying, will continue

in judgment unto victory.3

but in Aramaic "victory",

have devoted

in stating

both denoting dependence upon him.,,6 BOhl is probably
that it presupposes a Christian interpretation

of the

passage.,~

lWilliam Gesenius, OPe cit.,
2R.

c. H. Lenski,

OPeCit.,

p. 69.
p. 214.

3J. A. Broadus, OPe cit.,

p. 26.5.

4A.

p. 173.

H. :McNeile,Ope cit.,

5Edwin Hatch, Ope cit.,.p.

6J .. A. Broadus, Ope cit.,
7Eduard BOhl, OPe cit.,
pp. 130-131.

201.
p. 2650
p. 42; also Willoughby Allen, Ope cit.,
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Matthew usually follows rather closely the LXX A which, in
turn, usually translates the Hebrew accurat.e ly,
J8
)
Matthew 15: f where he omits ~ V 'Lf

(/''10

/

This is true in
)

f/4.n

t(

-

\)
.
,rV'wh1.chis

u7'oJ 1)(41

found in LXX Z, Isaiah 29:1), and the Hebrew, but omitted in LXX A.
There can be no doubt that the Hebrew text which the LXX A used had
-

I)

omitted it, for its appearance with ,OIS "' ~I J\ ~
is redundant.

<J 1''';

"with their lips"

This is probably an attempt by the copyist to add emphasis

to this indictment

of Israel.

dated with the explanation

The remaining differences can be eluci-

from Lenski:

"out of the much longer sentence Jesus selects only four
lines that establish the purpose, namely, to present Jehovah's
picture of the hypocrites.
Since only these four lines are
used, they are properly taken out of the subordinate construction of Isaiah's long, complex sentence and are madi ordinary
simple statements by the omissi0n of 'forasmuch'."
Difference
variations
cations.

in translation.

- This group contains a few minor

which cannot be included in any of the foregoing classifiThey are not adaptations

to a prophetic context, neither

can they be said to be a loose citation.
of the translator

to discern the original meaning.

we begin our consideration
agrees with the LXX B, Deuteronomy
ion of two slight differences.

'P 0 ~ 7 f)/(/17

The LXX has
latedwith

of this group with Matthew 4:10 which

6:1), and the Hebrew with the except-

C. H. Lenski,

and amits jJ

Ope

TrF

Matthew has

fear, reverence, or honor.

lR.

They are an effort on the part

tf V~

•

I
o a:x

I

(}V'ltS~15and jJov~

The Hebrew can be trans-

Either of the Greek words may be

cit., p , 586.
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I

used, but Matthew is probably closer to the Hebrew.1
probably

The flo ... '7'

is

added for emphasis.

Btt-V'i,w

To continue our investigation,

1',.!:A£(),l,ware

/

written

in Matthew 15:4;

Exodus 21:16.

,rA~Jr7cr'&,

B(4v:',~

are in the LXX B,

Matthew follows LXX A and the arder found in it, and is

als0 closer to the M& T.

The imperative contains the idea of causation

found in the hophal, !thewill be caused to die".

On the other hand,

there is a future element too, as found in the LXX B.
Version in the footnotes has "surely die".

Bohl calls our attention to
I

Exodus 21:15-17 in the LXX where the "Formel 17 t:J-}
'T
with three different

B~ v;"'j

,

"Formeln ":

The Revised

•

Jl)b

" is translated

eo.. vri -r-'t' BlA.ya.1Oj6"~w,

'I.E Acfllif~':f

B" y1 ~w I£Ac&vrq'jw. 2

An0ther passage comes from Matthew 22:37 with three words,

' d, Clv C),'flo which follows the M.T., Deuteronomy 6: 4,
which has 1
.i t r ' 1lf? J , TJ i"J( l? He translates the TJ 7){ 1)

X

£lr f .'~

''f

U

fB
.

"thy might" with the general term
term "might
and

dJ ~ v

II

0' / ~

11

cf 14

/

Y"

I

tl
I

II,

"the mind".

The general

3

here denotes mental and not physical power.

in the synoptics have the effect of a double rendering of

1

the same Hebrew word:

they are sometimes interchanged

Compare the LXX B which translates~

~ ~

. (.

IBrown, Driver, Briggs, Ope cit., p. 431.
2Eduard Bohl, Ope cit. , p. 46.
3J• A. Broadus, Ope cit. , p. 458.

4A•

H. McNeile, ope. cit. , p. 325.

in LXX text and

with

-(is fJ(~I/ora.s

23

while the LXX A uses

)<.:4 ~

[1~5' which is followed by Matthew.

22:44,

In our third passage, ~atthew

LXX, psalm 109 :1, which follows the M. T.
is translated by Matthew
in endeavoring

'I

utr o

«

~,..w and

Matthew departs from the

The Hebre,(f~~(~

LiCXX

,.

I

'.

J ( aT ~1
'

Matthew'

VTrO/T"oJU)v.

to transiate the Hebrew !fastool for thy feet" gives the

sense of "under the feet" which is the same sense of a "foQtstool for
thy feet" in LXX.

In both cases the thought is the same--the subduing

of the enemy under the feet.

Bohl says, "Die arabische Uebersetzung

hat; 'unter die spuren deiner FUsse

"

also ahnlich wie Matthauso"l

One of the "Last Sayings!! of Jesus on the cross composes our
last passage of this c1assificati(m--"MY

God, my God, why hast thou for-

saken me?" - Matthew 27:46.

Matthew follows closely again the M. T. and

also the LXX A, psalm 21:1.

'rhe LXX B has iif()crr~s which differs from the

Hebrew radically.
erence to the
Jesus,
J\/)
/]"
I

"7~)

Matthew also uses the vocative

t9~p""
17

J/

/

fOu.

A.!jJa'

8,si f'0tJ

in pref-

The words as t hey proceeded from the lips of

O'a0~lg~/,,

are Hebrew and Aramaic.

s " are Hebrew but the remaining words Aramaic.

,;11

~, " was
, 2
understood by them, however, though they spoke Aramaic at that tlme.
"

Fusing together 0f passages. -

By

The"?

The

the fusing together of pass-

ages we mean the quoting of one passage and then suddenly branching off
into another passage.

In Matthew 21:4i, he begins a quotation of Isaiah

1Eduard Bohl, op , cit., p, 65.
2 R. C. H. Lens k'l, Ope

Cl't .,

p. 1120 •

62:11,

"Say to the daughter of Zion, behold(thy

then finishes
doubtedly
perhaps

with Zechariah

"Behold thy king cometh, etc."

Un-

he had one passage in mind but confused it wwth another, or
to suit the occasion.

did it deliberately

Zechariah

9:9,

salvation comethJ'~ and

9:9 follows

the Hebrew with

1
portion omitted ..

from

In fact, he

than the LXX l'fhichfurther proves that he was not mis-

is more accurate

in the LXX.2

led by wrong translations
Matthew

B.

His quotation

repeats the same in 21:13 where he begins with Isaiah

56: 7, ''My house shall be called a house of prayer by all nations," and
closes with Jeremiah
here, except,

McNeile

"unto all nations"

another

There are no difficulties

one might wonder where the "den of thieves" could be

found in Isaiah.

fulfillment;

1:11, "den of thieves".

suggests that Matthew probably omitted the

because

"the prophecy was given up as impossible of

the temple had been destroyed,

and the nations have found

temple in the church".)
Although

second chapter

the Evangelist

does not use Genesis 38:8 in the twenty-

and the twenty-fourth

verse, yet its influence

is felt in

The quotation is based upon
Deuteronom;y 25:.5) but it bears no similarity
Matthew
loosely.

had both of the Old Testament

to it whatever.

Undoubtedly,

passages in mind and quotes them

So thinks Broadus 1'Ihosays, "The quotation

is condensed but

lR. C. H. tenski, Ope cit., p. 804 in which he gives an interesting reason as to why Matthew omitted the J /1<0..,,; J(A ~ qo!"'5 "",v t4.JT'1>5
found in LXX l' and the M. T.

2Ibid, p. 804.
3A. H. McNelle,

OPe

cit., p. 299.
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without important alterations.

Matthew writing especiBlly for Jewish

readers, takes pains to translate more exactly the Hebrew, as LXX does
in Genesis 38:8."1
Difference in order.-

Only one passage is catalogued in this
I

/

classifi.cation.. Matthew 19:18f has tpov.f!J(j£lf

Lj'.flJfoPa.(7'1J(7fS'4(j

I I

,oX A£tp~/S

,

which follows the order of the Hebrew but not the

LXX B, Exodus 20:12-17.
Matthew.

't'0'reV<1".!fS

However, the LXX. A and F

haY-e

the same order as

It is evident that Matthew has followed the Alexandrian text as

he usually does.
Passages Which Differ Widely With The LXX
There are only five passages in this group and none of them are
found in Mark, Luke or John.. Their differences are so numerous that their
similarities are conspicuous.

Either Matthew quoted independently of the

LXX, or he was influenced by it ohly slightly.

2

So pronounced is this

that SWete further states, "He substituted for it a paraphrase or an independent rendering of the Hebrew."3
have thus far discussed.

Matthew incorporates all that we

He adapts a prophetic context, uses a loose

citation,or endeavors to translate, all in one citation.
Our first passage in Matthew 2:6 is a classical example for this
group.

Only a casual reading of Micah 5:2 in the LXX B is necessary to

discern the various differences between the two texts.

It might be added

that the LXX B slavishly follows the M. T. again. Would that Matthew had

lJ. A. Broadus,

OPe

cit., p. 454.

2H• B. Swete, Ope cit., p. 396.
3Ibid, p. 398.
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done likewise,

our problems would all vanish.

Matthew begins with
disagrees

with the LXX B's

\ '8 ?PAS&I"
I
/'7 IIp
fJ7~~/E)I O/xDS [PCtB/( •
I'

X4(

...

ooJ{)(J..,

(fV

uses the ancient

which

Micah, no doubt,

name current in his day, but Matthew is more anxious to
nl I
- 'j~ /o
1
'! tr If'! Ej' as being in the 1 0 U d ~.
This is 'Whatthe San-

r

8

locate
hedrists

were after

in answering the king's question.

Broadus points out

the fact tha.t "Micah, as is often done in poetry, uses an antique ~

-

Bethlehem Ephratah (Genesis 48:1; see on v. 1); Matthew takes the common
2

Old Testament form, Bethlehem-Judah (Ruth 1:1etc.)."
Matthew continues with

(;

/

)r

'71"j-JCa"'tV

1('

,...,

•

)1).1

t!,...,4.,'tJI'T1

c

.'

104104

is paraphrastic

)('

ouowtws

Swete th~nks

_

ovtJlW}Jw5

)f

EA ~

E/
).

"i)

EI'

101$
'j

I

l'<1'1r;

~I

and that the statement is an interpretation

rather

than a version of the prophecy-03 Lenski thinks there is no difference
in the change from "too little
"by no means least,
differently.

etc.

ft,

to be amongthe thousands of Judah" to

for the thought is the same though stated

L Undoubtedly Matthew is endeavoring to adapt his prophecy

as is sometimes the case.

/

.::.

However, '1 y.:II Off'

X

special attention here.
j~
t/q--jV
<
/
means simply "a ruler".
0<r,V'

7Y£f'

).:J

fo

.f

I

p.

2John A. Broadus, Ope cit.,

p. 19.

4R.

64.

p. 396.
p. 16.

C. H. Lenski, OPe cit.,

'\

J

A

/

I ~ (1"1 V"

They are both translations

lR. c. H. Lenski, OPe cit.,

A. H. McNeile, Ope cit.,

r

need

means "chief of thousand", while

same word ) 9 ~).(~, without the points.

3R. B. Swete, Ope cit.,

and

IV

p. 64.

1t1
-

,:

of the

can be translated ~

27

~v

y'~'/C"Jr

feasibility
paintings

,

).?:! /Y 1- can

or

be translated

i.;

i/~~/(r'I~.l The

of this is seen when we recall again that there were no

in the Hebrew text that LXX and Matthew used.

)£ x

i;.£)'.£J(!"£-r~,

and

a"'ov

iloJjJ£YOS

as found in Matthew
J

£I

are also in the LXX A :~,but not in LXX B which has

,.

(J()

and

)J0I

Matthew's LXX text evidently was closer to the
LXX A and the Hebrew of that text which he unhesitantly reproduces.

~:rn.5

Matthew cLeses his prophetic citation with
7'~y'

A'\o'v

pDI)

1a: ~()..1)'

(~V

which is not found in Micah 5:2.
(..1

But compare II

,

tr» I j-Jl4.V£'-

-

Samuel 5:2 which in LXX B is oo-TI5

_,

,

,.

/0 ..../lao.:>"-

f1'oljltLhSI

I'Their final words, 'who shall shepherd the people

fOU v:o ....

.

of IsraelI, are nothing but an expansion of Micah's words, 'he that is

,

to be ruler in Israel', adapting II Samuel 5: 2. ,,2

elf 10 Viet,
)/ ,

is translated by LXX
ruling".

C

IIruler" and?

The Hebrew
I

ytJ ~ f

7':J! Lb

s v-o~ , litheone

Beth are correct for the Hebrew participle can be translated

as a noun or a participle.
to the Hebrew.

Matthew has dgne the latter which is clQser

Thus Matthew uses foregoing practices: adapting a pro~

/l

I

phetic context (f-I7Cftl£Cf"

/

difference in translation

)r / r
1'7.. ~o,,"~),
('7yoJjlZV'OS),

loose citation (

') r

OVr)wfHAJ~

...

),

fusing together of passages

(Micah 5:2 and II Samuel 5:2), all in one quotation.
The second passage comes from Matthew 4:15f which is a qUGtation
of Isaiah 9:1f, which is again closest to the Hebrew.

IHenry Alford, Ope cit~,p.13,cf.also

A. H. MCNeile, op. cit., p. 16.
2R• C. H. Lenski, Ope cit., p.

65.

Matthew, however,

swete, Ope c Lt., , p. 396,
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~s

lA)
;~

£IJ

O£_ag",em~nt with ~Oth the M. T. and the LXX.

SO:~Oin;S

s [)YWV,

I W V

0

e: Y

rampant

,

tt

)
~
«To 15

,

t L.Vf

1 (J"X ''}

tao.

1

have M. T. tendencies.

Confusion again runs

it as a ilCitat aus Theodotien".2

"a collection

e

r7 Za.~.

LXX as we have already noted.

Wellhausen

McNeile says it is from

Allen speaks of a' "Greek versicm". 4

of testimonial! 3

Matthew's

)'9 ;V$f.,

and

But

Jfo'v

follow the influence of the

ea.A~u~?s

departs from both.

,

('

like

t 7''1

and not

The LXX A, however, has

which, no doubt, Matthew followed.
problem.

,/

from the Hebrew, he wcmld. have used odoS,

If he were translating

BttA OJ

have LXX Lnf'Luence, whJ.le ofoy

amongst the scholars in their efforts' of apo'Logi.a,

attributes

~I, Lp_>

just

:fo( go. Ac((j(JfJf

This does not solve our accusative

Bohl comes to our rescue with the following: .

"In Hebraischen dient bekanntlich der Accusativ, urn adverbiale Bestimmungen zu bilden, die nicht mehr UTh~ittelbar vom
Verbwn regiert werden (Gensenius 118,1). Meyer zeigt ubrigens,
dass auch die LXX. den absoluten Accusati¥ im sinne von versus
gebrauchen.
S. besonders, I.Reg. 18:43: afJv 7""'75" e~Jf.~~'75
r r.. Cn'_r-on.i.c
Les
.. v)T::-:V
••.••.
lJ..v~,.
~ 6·1f"l.
.__,u. c.C'\
0110'"
Y'I. -5 ....
° ,,6
,/

He

)-

also points out that this is in agreement with the TI£fav

J. Of fa: ....0 v

of the LXX.

7

McNeile finds some adverbial accusatives

IH. B. swete, Ope cit., p. 396f.
2J. wellhausen, Das Evangelium
verlog Von Georg Reimer, 19D4), p. 11.
3A. H.

5rbid,

Matthai (Berlin: Druck und

MCNeile, ope cit., p , 44.

4Willoughby
p.

Allen, Ope cit., p.

34.

6Eduard Bohl, Ope cit., p. 25.
7rbid, p ,

s5.

-

119 u

34.

in
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Numbers

14:25; 21:4; and Deuteronomy

kat..
LXX

B,

fJif
/

Tf'"0r£-O jJ£V

j( q, 87r:r~c!'1
" ••••

,

im Hebraischen

of Matthew do net, agree with the

01$

which is true t.e the Hebrew.

translation

of

"7 Z ~

which is

oft einen Zustand und gleichsam das'Ergehen'

;

/

-1

x.a.t::I'lf'.f:loI5·"
th e ~iW',

1

and ~t\ Yo 1}(t>'JVT"£,5

05

"to sit", is Matthew's

..
17

)(~&7f'/v

and

lV~5

1:40.

Matthew uses "sit" in both cases to probably agree with

f

.

4

-..,. 0 the Hebrew.
A Y!Tel J £1/ and A/.JJ If e: (

endeavor to adapt it to a prophetic

can be explained with' Matthew!
context again.

B

They saw the great

light, Christ, and to this extent God let it rise for them.

S

The LXX's

IIshall shine" is, 0f course, a prophetic fliture.
Our next passage, Matthew 8:17, is not quite as complicate. as
the preceding

ones.

r~

Isaiah 53:4.

it differs

Matthew agrees with the M. T. but not with the,LXX
Matthew,

from the Hebrew.
6

of the Hebrew.

as his practice is, departs from the LXX where
Smith says that it is an independent version

Lenski7 agrees with him, but MCNeile pleads his Aramaic

1A. H. MCNei1e,

Ope cit., p.

44.

2Eduard Bohl, Ope cit., p. 26.
3J~ H. Thayer, Ope cit .., pp. .313, 34L
4A. H. MCNeile,

Ope c i.t , , p. 44; John A. Broadus, Ope cit. , p. 75.

SR. C. H. Lenski, Ope cit. , p. 167.
6B. T. D. Smith, Ope cit. , p. 114.
7R. C. H. Lenski, Ope cit. , p. 336.
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testimonia6

1

In view of past incidents,

we could probably conclude that

Matthew's LXX lrilieh he uses was an exact translation

of the Hebrew. On

the other hand, the LXX.f'is not a very accurate translation.

Cf. Matthew

21:4 with Isaiah 62:11.
Swete says of our next passage that it is "translational
Jlies

an independent use of the original

half of our citation,

'18:2,

but the latter

),

1.1\"

atr» x~r'i\o"1' ;

!:J 11 means to
- r

)-

of excerpts which he employed".

half differs.

c/.,»

rf'P r8\/'»)
tl1
O

Ie

so5

t%rr

t'Q.TfC

to gush out, and in the biphil,

~f.eJ'; OjJ4/and f81(£ tJ)-'4./':are
Hebrew. K~"><{ v f f! r a. is closer than TT(

However,~T1~

)

If

Matthewhas

or declare.
the

xq,'T4f~o~f.sis

or
The

Matthew13:35, agrees with the LXX B, Psa1m

LXX,f/>C1£Y50jJ4/

boil,

whether by the Evangelist,
2

by the author of some collection
first

and im-

4fT 7~s

/

vlt

•

to utter,

publish,

permissible tr~slation5
D ~

A

quite far removedfrom

marks, "This is not a free translation

)f.~r"ff.£

0}.l41

it

a. T'tZ to

of

11 rr ' fJ.

£l7.P""Jl;J.

Lenski re-

as it is usually termed.

frank statement of what the type means regarding the antitype.

It is a
Asaph's

'dark sayings of old' were for Jesus 'things hidden from the world's
foundation,".3
Matthew 27:9f

is our last

citation

from Matthew's Gospel.

only similarity

we find is "and I took the thirty

Matthew utterly

disregards

J.A. H. McNeile,
2H. B. Swete,
3R.

c.

OPe

H. Lenski,

pieces of silver".

the LXXand the Hebrewin his quotation.

OPe

cit.,

cit.,
OPe

p. 107.
p. 394.

cit.,

p. 534.

The

He
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does, nevertheless,
greatest
whereas

1

The

error lies in the fact that he says it is from Jeremiah,
it is nearer Zechariah 11:;13. "The slip may be due to the fact

that Jeremiah
house

give or ~pproximate the sense of Hebrew.

bought

a field (32:6f) and went down to the potter's

(18:2) ..,,2 A similar error is found in Mark 1:2f where the

tation from Isaiah and Malachi

is referred to Isaiah.)

quo-

Undoubtedly,

Matthew

quoted from both Jeremiah and Zechariah using only that Which

applied

to the case at hand--the

priests' disposal of the blood-money

whi,ch could not be placed in the treasury of the temple.
nation

Another expla-

is suggested by Broadus:

"Hengstenber8 thinks that as the later prophets often
produce earlier predictions, so Zechariah was here really reproducing Jeremiah 18:;'2.and 19:2, and Matthew intentionally refers
to the original'source, though adopting mainly the later form.
Besides the above-mentioned fact that Zechariah is so often
quoted but never named. Hengstenberg notices also that Mark
1:2f refers to Isaiah what comes from Malachi, giving the older
and greater nrophet credit for the whole, the two predictions
being akin."
Another

likely explanation

is from Lightfoot as quoted by Lenski:

"One of the older ways of dividing the Scriptures
was to begin with the law and to call this part 'The Law'.
Next the section commencing with the Psalms was called 'The
Psalms' although it contained other writings. The third part
began with Jeremiah and included all the other prophets, and
yet the whole was called 'Jeremiah'. Lightfoot cites the Baba
Bathra and Rabbi David Kimchi's Preface to the prophet Jeremiah
as his authorities.- Horn, Introduction, 7th et. II, 920.
Thus any passage taken from this third section of the O. T.
would be quoted as coming from 'Jeremiah,.n5

IH. B. Swete,

OPe

cit., p, 397.

2B. T. D. Smith, op ..cit., p. 205.
3A. T. Robertson,

Ope ctt., p. 224.

LJohn A. Broadus, Ope cit., p .. 559.
5R. C. H. Lenski,

OPe

cit., p. 1082.
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Matthew

probably leaves the LXX and freely makes changes

which clearly bring out the meaning that he thinks are conveyed in the
Hebrew.l

This reminds us of the fact that the Evangelist is not limited

to a slavish
interpretative

or mechanical

reproduction

of the original passage.

The

element is often used, but the original sense is maintained.

This has been true with the passages considered, more in some than in others.

lJohn A. Broadus,

OPe

cit., p.

,59.

CHAPTER III

QUOTATIONS IN THE GOSPEL OF MARK

w.

now direct our attention

to the Gospel of Mark with somewhat

of the same method as used in the Gospel of Matthew.
quotations

compared with Matthew's

are not found in Matthew
ing sixteen,

Luke.

Only two of his quotations

9:48 and 12:32.

and Luke--Mark

ten are found in Matthew am

Mat thew, without
Gospels;

forty.

Mark has eighteen

Of the remain-

Luke, and six are recorded by

It seems as if Mark is the most quoted of the

and this substantiates

the claim that he wrote his Gospel first,

and it might have been referred

to by Matthew and Luke when they wrote.

Passages Which Agree With The LXX
There are five quotations
the Passages

from the LXX.

in the Gospel of Mark that agree with

A few minor and slight differences are found

in the cases of two, but three of them: 12:10 with Psalms 11,7:221';
12:31 with Leviticus

19:18; and 13:141f:ith Daniel 12:11; are identical.

Mark 1:3 is similar with Isaiah 40:3.
uses a.:r'oJ
Matthew

which differs with the LXX, ~,,::;&~~~i~WV

3:3 for a discussion of this difference.)

,

'n',).(
')']"T
••
.:~

N.

7 N.J.J') J.
",.-

•

(cf',

In our second scripture,

.-

Mark 12;26, Mark omits the verb ..IfJl
Hebrew

At t.he close of the verse, he

and in doing so follows the

The sense is the same in either case.
(3'3 )
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Passages Which Disagree
The following
LXX.

Several

Textually With The LXX

passages contain textual differences with the

of these have already been discussed in the Matthew section

and they will be listed in their turn with references noted.
Adapting!

prophetic

wi th its kindred

been discussed

Malachi

this passage
and Isaiah.

passages in Matthew 11 :10 and 3 ;1.

The first portion is found in Malachi 3: 1 but the
Matthew and Luke use both verses in

parts of their Gospels, but also give the correct citations.

This could be taken as a fusion of passages, which
they are used in different
them separately.
eussion

It

as coming from Isaiah; whereas, it is taken from

latter half comes from Isaiah 40:3.
different

This first passage, Mark 1:2f, has

however, to add a few additional. explanations. Mark

will be necessary,
prefaces

context.-

places by Matthew and Luke, we shall treat

A possible explanation

of Matthew

it is, but because

has been proposed in the dis-

27:9 Where a similar error has been made by Matthew.

Swete suggests that, "Mark may have depended upon a collection of excerpts
in which Malachi

3:1 stood immediately

leaf headed HCIAC.

On the use of such collections,

p. 203f£. ,,1 Robertson
read Isaiah,
correction

notes further,

the Alexandrian

see Hatch, Essays,

"The w~stern and Neutral classes

and Syrian,

'the prophets',

because part of it is from Malachi.

as the chief of the prophets.

Macmillan

before Isaiah 40:.3, possibly on a

an evident

But Isaiah is mentioned

It was common to combine quotations from

lHenry Barclay ;SWete, The Gospel According to st. Mark (London:
and Company, 1898), p, 2.
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the prophets

in testimonia

Undoubtedly,

Mark knew what he was writing when he proposed the name of

only one prophet.

and catenae (chains of quotations). ,,1

If he had actual.ly made a mistake surely one of his

readers would have discovered
remaining

differences,

it,Bnd he would have corrected it.

check the discussion

2

For the

given with Matthew 11:10.

Mark 9:48 is one of Mark's independent quotations.

The words

were spoken by Jesus, and are a quotation of Isaiah 66:24.

Jesus takes

the pronunciamento

and applies

of Jehovah's

it to the punishment

of the wicked in Gehenna. (vss. 43,45)

out of the future sphere,
it in the present,

judgment against the wicked

,'"

,rJ.~')"Tl($".f1

rSA .!'vr_,a.

He takes it

a-p t!CTllr/r:rErtU ,

and

I

and ~ ~8. YYvT"M.

and places

Those whose bodily members

give cause for stumbling would be better off without them, rather than to
be cast into Gehenna with them.
nor exposition,

This is not a paper on interpretation
"The ''WOrm'

but we might note the following:

and 'fire' external

J

thus describing

is internal,

the entire suffering of the damned. ,,3

There is little to say about our next quotation, Mark 10:6-8.
Mark is similar

...

07

')

r-r->

and Matthew

to the LXX ldth the omission of Xq}

_

a,v7'ot.J •

19:5£-

(r,

He uses the same or

oll")(

"M? tP f

(J'~

Ta.

I

with LXX, Genesis 2:24

(cf. Matthew 19:5f).

For our last quotation,
changes the order of

dI "

1A. T. Robertson,
Gospels

s u»

rre

tT'1( ()~

Mark 14:27, compare Matthew 26:31.
tr I rr

B f ~o ...T"~ ,

d.

.,-

Mark
to

Ope cit., p. 252.

2R. C. H. Lenski, ~~;;;.a..~~~~~~~"'__o:;-M~a~rkrr'
s~an~d~s:-;t;,;::._..;;;L..;.uk
(Columbus, Ohio;
193 ,p. 17.
3Ibid, p. 253.
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r~ TT(tr<J."ttt S.q" Q'J' 0C ""0' ;1/'1'&
of

.,-js

I

rro'~V?5

which is in Matthew's text but not in LXX B.

Loose citations.eral loose citations,
Matthew
Matthew,

15:8f.

Mark, in contrast with Matthew who has sev-

has only one which has already been discussed in

Since Mark's passage, Mark 7:6f, is identical with

it will not be necessary to discuss it here.
Difference

with the exception
/

rCA. 1"s ('()..G'

in translation.-

is only incidental,

by swete regarding

0' X

a."

to be "he that curseth",
Deuteronomy

1 (t,"'ra,...
J./ /..J

p~0

;'

V"

rraT.!(,d..

"~I,\ T'l"'"

Q'OV

r~~

I

"thy".

/

but

A..

t~

V"

(

An interesting remark is proffered

f '.t 2J.?)

which he says is scarcely

r}?

has this' meaning.

1

27:16, which closely corresponds with EXodus 21:16,

a II P ~l'f;J W r

(::>

(compare Guillemard on

Though this may be feasible, yet the "cursing" is one

way of Ildishonoring" parents.

undoubtedly

it in this light, or they would have used
0

4)

for as alrea~y stated, the article alone

is repre senteci by ~

: Matthew 15:4).

xa.x.oA

I

after Titli"EfA. and })(~

though he admits

.....

0'

_'

0f

of a minor difference

can be taken for the possessive

J

Mark in 7:10 agrees with Matthew 15:4,

Matthew omits the <roO>

01).

the omission

However,

probably because of the omissions

T"a..1

y!:> v

the Evangelists
c )
0 G(

I

""tJa..~ ~ v-

understood
instead of

Compare Lenski who says, "In the civil law

of the Jews, God placed the death penalty on the mere reviling of a
father

or a mother

(x.t:t){O~

though this is included).,,2

o,/,c7v

,

not necessarily

The Revised Version reads, "He that speaketh

lH. B. swete, Ope cit., p. 140.
2R• C. H. Lenski,

"to curse' al-

OPe

cit., p. 180.
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evil of father

or mother. "_

All of the Evangelists use this next quotation from Mark 12:29f.

~/tJ.. ,

Each begins with the word ,.~
the words which follow.

Mark, however, has an additional ~rd

7'7~')llitS,~~} Ifsr J1

text,

ll

The LXXB has

ifs

S,

7"7")" ~~, 0.1I>0( tij

I

AJJ has already been pointed out,

a.. .....c:)

4.

"

5

'75

'fut

in his

Ti~:crrJo

J.£4.-"{4S,

5

'i$ ~1J19S' ,

which agrees with Mark only in the

~ t

but have changes in the order of

S

If ~

fs-

<oJ It' ~

•

jJ

ws

£

in the matter of order.

(cf. Matthew22:37)

Xa.\£/~5

and

in the Synoptics have the effect of the double rendering

for the same Hebrewword, and in the LXXtext and MSSthey are used

Mark follows the M. T. in his translation

interchangeably.l
and

f v 4.-""
{ 75

,but

is a mystery.

('

his insertion

I

of d, ct. V" (J I « s

before

))1

I rr

could be intellectual

power, mile

This is in keeping w.t th the
to stress

r

-I

SWetewould place it at the door of a recension.

is a simple way to explain the Evangelists peculiar action.

effort

of

)

I

'}

a: '/

~J ~~
1.1

I

u 05

LJ

xtS,45

U C>

2
I~

s

Thie
VO/45

3

refers to physical power.

,and 1'.Ouldbe indicative of his

the necessity for loving Godwith our whole beiI'.g. The

I

LXX's d()V4.).IA"Wfhas

reference to ability

lAo H. McNeile,

OPe

cit.,

4

or power.

This lIOuldfurther

p. 325.

2H• B. Swete, Introduction to Old Testament in Greek, p. 394.
3J. H. Thayer,

OPe

cit.,

f,~ ...~,~ p.

140;

f;va.jJ'5

SY!),

p, 159f.

4Henry George Liddell, Robert Scott, A Greek English Lexicon
(Oxford at Clarendon Press, Vol. I, [JYQ.fJ1).
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substantiate

Mark's

abili ty or power

effort to render

is evaluated

in intellectual

The onet with the exclusion

bined.

the force of the word.

Man's

and physical strength com-

of the othert would produce a h&ndi-

cap upon a person.
Another

variation

is Mark's

use of

1; which

follows the LXX B,
)

but differs

with

the M. T.,

::;L

cl aesf,c a1;

"

1ft

.£ J 7T

)

is closer to
)

the ~ x

says, "This use of c x
• Pll.lJllnler

~

'(? ~

,tE"

sv

is

(Aristoph. Nub. 86)."1

)

).-

t

The

,

,than

) ( I)

4;\/\

the Gospels of Mark and Luke.

and,j: x

v

seem to be opposite

but are really used to express the

J .,.,

same idea.

t:

v

J

usually denotes

sphere, and

...
x

refers to source.

Thus, if the love of the Lord is "in" the heart, it will come "out" of
2
the heart.
Mark merely points to the instrument to be used in our loving of the Lord and not the manner.
only to call the attention to our next

It will be necess~
passage,

as it has been examined

ical with the Matthew

in Matthew 22:44.

Mark 12:36 is ident-

passage, but at variance with the LXX.

Only one more passage awaits our attention in this group.
Mark

15:34

has been referred to in Matthew 27:46 and treated fairly

thlJroughly there.
has nothing

Mark, like Matthew,

corresponding

omits the

of the LXX

ira

c.

H. tenski,

)t!J ~()(
1,/
.! 15·

which

II

(.1

"(I

•

The use of

,va.

lA. Plummer, Cambridge Greek Testament,
the University Press, 1938), p. 284.
2R.

I
0 tr

t 0 l.·t·an the M. T •.3 Mark uses

<:;1'/

instead

rrt'

OPe

is usu811y purpose,

st. Mark (Cambridge at

cit., p • .334.

3R. B. Swete, Gospel According

to St. Mark, p. 303.

39
J

however, Dana and Mantey also note that
indicate

purpose especially

8:4,34)1

is sometimes used to

lfhen used with the infinitive.

For the use of the terms

see Matthew 27 :46.

"£',5

1)",,7 ,

1)

(cf', Matthew

Ap...}.Jd rJ"fii>f/It',

",-,7 ,

Mark has the Aramaic form instead of the Hebrew

probably because of his Gentile readers.
Fusing together
comes from Isaiah
Matthew 21:13.

of paasages.-

...

-r»

-.)/
l,f

AI

$ CY., L'

e t»

'Which

Smith suggests it might be an addition to the text,

because Luke and Matthew omit it.

2

But, the majority of scholars believe

to be the expected thing from Marksince he is writing to Gentile

Christians.
"all

passage, Mark11:17,

56:7 and Jeremiah 7:11 and has been discussed in

Matthew and Luke omit rr'a. ~/V"

is kept by Mark.

it

Our first

The temple shall be the place for 71";(1'1("

the nations",

and not for one nation,

the Jews.3

I'oi)

JIC]

tf.I7Y..!O"'lv

Swete comments

further:;
"The last words have a special. appropriateness in the
, (j' ()/
pre sent context; for the part of the l..c
which the Lord
had just reclaimed from secular use was the court of the
Gentiles, where only within the Precincts Gentiles were at
liberty to pray. So far as in them lay, the authorities had
defeated the fulfillment of the prophecy; for who could pral
in a place which was once a cattle-market and an exchange."
I"

As has been cited before in Matthew22:24, this passage, Mark
12:19, has been greatly

influenced by a special case which fits

the

lR. E. Dana, J. R. Mantey, A Manual.Grammarof the Greek
NewTestament ( NewYork: Macmillan Company,1927), p. 104.
2B. T. D. Smith,

Ope

cit.,

p. 171; cf. A. H. McNeile, Ope cit. ,

p. 299.
3R.

c. R.

4H. B.

Lenski, opo cit.,

Swete, Op. cit.,

p,

p. 303.

241.

,
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injunction

found in Deuteronomy 25:,.

the LXXB, neither
is that the gist

do they agree nth
of their

The Synoptists

Genesis 38:8.

yu

,..
V Ii'

~ a.

one enother.

All that can be said

teaching is the same. The Sadducees who raised

the problem had evidently
bole.

None of the Synoptists agree with

invented its form in order to fit

their hyper-

in order to reproduce it use Deuteronomy25:5 and

\ t1/£
'r' t1 f b'J'

Mark speaks of a

7"'H·o5

who ){a

I
r-a"I 111"
7

(Nestle points these words with the regular type thus omitting
\

them from the citation)

\

but what about the seven.?).

/

).....

f7 ~fJl

.. and also

,£XV611-

(8 possible case,

J-ef;> A y4_ f1'T'l(J'll
I

I/J.

The ;14.~7

and.:!

suggests the

Genesis 38:8 influence.
Mark 12:32 is an independent quotation by Mark following Deuteronomy4:35 and 6:4.
scribe

refers

to alter
JI i

a.A~O.s

( 6 ),

-

.. but then he continues with

0'

)(

•

tF O'T/~

from the LXXB (Deuteronomy 4 :35) passage, but not enough

1 t'
If '7 r:

O o»'}/

.ErroT

o~~

)tal'

.II

the meaning.

rr

.)

.£ly

to in his

Deuteronomy 4;35,
This differs

Jesus has just quoted Deuteronomy6:4 which the

If C1"

•

An

nv

ti,A'(

\

The LXXhas £11
identica1
0>" tr It

I

71'" ,

while Matthewhas

expression is found in Exodus 8:10

I /

JI, I

17';'

? ". .

Mark, no doubt, used this espre ssdon,
)1

because the LXXA F in Deuteronomy 4:35 has ..c

n

instead of the

»r

J
~J4DS'

of LXXB, another example of the LXXA influence upon the Synoptists.
Difference

in order.

- Mark's arrangment of the partial

listing

of the Ten Commandments,Mark 10:19f, follows the order of the M. T. of
Matthew 19:181' and of LXXA F.
\

adds or closes with
it

J-' 7

)

t1 tr oe

Another exception must be noted, for Mark
1

'El7 CJ';7

is not found in the Synoptists,

S•

This is peculiar to Mark for

the LXXB, nor the M. T.

In Deuteronomy

r

oox

24:14
LXXA

)

('

a 71'\

I

)

O/70T::ltvin

F, thus indicating

it

is

not foreign

orr;
1

$( 1(1,1 5 is

);1

(cf.

also

Exodus 21 :10)

but probably
"It

may represent

as a special

it.

commandment , or it

warning to the rich

4:1,

mane

Y'

7'7J1' ..!:JW1v"(l<>

The sin of defrauding
i.."1 mind simply said

,

not the tenth

Plummer seems inclined

the tenth

and Ecclesiastes

and unknown to the LXX.

I

nIT

represents

I

~""()lSr~l'7v.tF15

the LXXB is translated

~

cf.

toward the same.

may be added by Christ

Exodus 21:10; Malachi
,.

Triwtov fY

is covetousness,

commandment,

\)

3:5;

/

70'(75

arroU-r"ErJ

."

2

and Jesus undoubtedly with this

t1.7 ~ TTOr/~( 'l~1s

•
/

Mark

also

varies

from the LXX B with the use of
)

subjunctive..

The LXX uses

strong

subjunctive

aorist

also

future

is usually

time.4

in future

the present,
understood

is the usual

used in setting

murdering,

etc.".

the young man said,

tense.

1'1

I

7

form for the negative

r, if

forth

/

0 V.E

v o: ,7.5

)•

with the

.3

command.
The

laws which are to be taken

Mark, however, would interpret

"stop
that

with the future

found in James 2 :11 (f

This form is
tense

0"

with the

fJ'l

them from the past to

The sense is the same, at least
lIall these

things

have I kept,

so

etc."

cf. Matthew 19:20; Luke 18:21.

1H. B. Swate, Ope cit.,

2A.

Plummer, Ope cit.,

c.
4R. c.

3R.

p. 211.
p. 239.

H. Lenski,

OPe cito,

H. Lenski,

Interpretation

p. 269.
of st.

Matthew's QosEe1t p,

749.

CHAPTER IV

QUOTATIONS

IN THE GOSPEL OF LUKE

Before we begin our examination

I

I

of Luke, some interesting
number of quotations
seventeen,

of the quotations in the Gospel

facts should be noted.. Luke has the smallest

of the Gospel writers-

three are independent,

with only seventeen,

Of the

i. e., not found in Matthew or Mark.

But, ten are found in Matthew and Mark, and four are shared with Matthew
alone.

He uses the Pentateuch

are from Deuteronomy,

three from Exodus, and one from Leviticus.

is second to Deuteronomy
as Exodus with three.

with four, and the Psalms share the same number

inasmuch as Luke has Gentile readers in view1

of the Old Testament would be 11mi ted, and no doubt, the

Books of the Law would be of greatest interest.
day and the preaching
especially
obvious.
gotten..

Isaiah

Only one of the .minor prophets, Malachi, is used.

Is this not significant,
Their knowledge

for the majority of his references: five

of the Gospel which is found largely in the Gospels,

John and perhaps Romans.
The Epistles

Compare this with our

Therefore, our use of the Gospels is

are very seldom used, and Revelation is almost for-

We shall have more to say about this later.
Luke naturally

follows the same pattern as Mark and Matthew, so

we shall treat his quotations
have a quotation

in the same fashion.

However, he does not

found in the Loose Citation group which might indicate

that he is a bit careful in his. use of the Scriptures.
(42)

Passages Which Agree With The LXX
Luke has five quotations
verbally:

which agree with the UX.

Three agree

Luke 4:12 with Deuteronomy6:16; Luke 20:37 with Exodus 3:6;
Luke 4:4 is similar with the exception

and Luke 20:42f with Psalm 109:1.
J \

of the omission of AM

I>

) \

srn

in Deuteronomy8:).

c; .. ", ...
\

of Luke 20:11 which omits Tr'fa.

/

K.)(J

OU

\
XII ..

rrhe same is true

found in Psalm 117:22-23.

Passages Which Disagree Te~ual1y With The LXX
Like the passages c1ted. in Mark, Luke has somewhich have already been discussed in Matthew or Mark, so they shall merely be listed
in their

turn.
Adapti~

!! :erophetic ~~~t.-

Our first

has been discussed in the Matthew 4:6 reference.
by Satan and is one of omission.

passage, Luke 4:10,
The quotation is given

Luke, like Matthew, records the portion

which was supposed to have been given by the tempter.

Luke does not
>

omit as much as Matthew.

/;f~0-

a: 0;;.

His omission of Psalm 91:11f is

The recorded portion is identical

.£ v

....
fa

with the LXX B.

1.5

The

omission is important for the promise was limited to those "righteous only
in so far

as he walks in the ways of obedience".l

parted from the fa
temptation.

'if ~r";5

0" ()

v

Jesus lIOuld have de-

of obedience had He yielded to the

"The cunning of the temptation is doubled by the Devil's

use of Scripture.

The passage he quotes seems to fit

he makes in a perfect

the purpose that

way.n2

IF. Godet, A comment~ on the Gospel of Luke (Funk and Wagnalls
Publishing Company,3rd ed., 190), p; 146.
2R. C. H. Lenski,

OPe

cit.,

p. 6)0.

Luke ? :27 has already- been adequately and sufficiently treated
in Matthew

11:10.

Differences

3:4-6

Luke

in translati~n.-

which is taken from Isaiah

with the LXX B verbally.

.o /

I

I

s u

)n

V

L"lJ(:;I.!/6(

,

}

_

agree with the plural
follows

(" ('

0" X

it but endeavors

which is singular
plural.

also uses

~(\

The fourth verse agrees

/

the LXX uses the singulars

probably Luke used the plural to

1

by

The LXX is in error here and Luke

D 1o~!'1{ ,

\ /

1\£/(1(5

t

~'p <7

The Hebrew has

the LXX with

(J'

X

OA 1/ which

is

may have arisen from the fact that the Hebrew

also that Luke followed
O~OU5

)

),,£/(1:1;

to correct the text.

These differences

is evidence

\

I /
0 It I tJ...

and translated

, but

40:3-5.

In the fifth verse, Luke uses the plurals

It~-Is r a r , O(}OlJ5
c
,.
p/
7 7"(fi{.Elti, Itt! d I t(.

C

&1.1

~/~5,

The first reference is found in

.r l'q t s IGt

I,

which is plural.
/

the LXX A which omits If 4 ,....I""t:l

rr

in the place of LXX B's 7TEd/a..

might use this as an indication

There
and

some

that Luke was not familiar with the

Hebrew like Matthew was, but it is quite possible that he was satisfied
with the LXX and thus did not deem it necessary to refer to the Hebrew.
The LXX is further in error in that it translates the

nJ 17;

with

(J'"

w-r 1(,10 v

for this is probably

I) ]_ ~

10 -;;&£OV which Luke also uses.3

interpretative,

The reason

"the glory consisting in this saving

thing (act or gift) of GOde,,4 Luke probably retained it because it
IIsuits so well the main idea of his Gospel--Jesus

IF. Godet, Ope cit., p. Ill.
2R. C. H. Lenski, Ope cit., p.
3rbid, p. 596.
4rbid, p.

597.

2

594.

the Savi.eur-

of all

45

men.

l

Godet thi.nks the LXX translated

rt

it: "The glory of the Lord

shall be seen (by the Jews?) and all flesh (including the heathen?)
shall see the salvation

of God.,,2

Luke 4:8 has been investigated
refer.

Some additional

obvious that this word ~
of iI('>o

q--

XV Y<!/V ,

"Yare' denotes
and reverent

in Matthew 4:10, to which please

comments might be noted.

GGldet says, "It is

includes adoration, and therefore the act

falling down in worship, by which it is expressed.")

the fear of reverence,

which is expressed by the humble

act of worship. 114

Luke 10: 27 has also been examined in Mat thew 22:37 and Mark
12:29.

However,

the problem is further argued in the commentaries on

Luke's Gospel.
Godet says:

"i<.4f ~ / f'- , the heart, in Mark and Luke is foremost, it
is the most general term; ~notes
in scripture the central
focus from which all the rays of Inoral life go forth; and in
the~r three prinCipal directions.
Moral life pr@ceeds from the
heart, and manife~ts itself without, in the three forms-or-activity indicated."
Hatch gives these following

results:

,o/ur7

.
(l)"'t(f~:.a.. ,.7T've"Jf'4.
are capable of being
~nterchanged astranslat~ons
ef the same Hebrew words:
(2) consequently, the lines of distinction between them,
whatever they may be, are not sharply drawn:

Luke

IH. K. Luce, Cambridge Greek Testament, The Gospel According to
at the university press, 1933), p , 109.

(Cambr-Ldge

2F. Godet, op. cit., p. Ill.
3rbid, p. 139.

4R.
SF.

Ce H. Lenski, Ope cit., p. 628.
Godet, Ope cit., pp.306-307.

46

(3) a survey of the predicates which are attached to
each of them shows a similar impossibility of limiting them
to special. groups of mental. phenomena,with the exception that
(a) )(.~\
is most commonlyus1 of will and intention,
(b)
of appetite and desire.

S:(.\..

r!.lt f

In our next passage the disagreement is rather minor, but we
shall

include it

the LXXB Isaiah
prepositions

in this

group.

can be translated

is ''with''. 2

genitive

)
.E r

53:12 has

Dana and Mantey say that

Luke 22:37 has fi.'T""a.
)

To IS

I

a. v 0 f.J

"with".

0

'J

•

\

J

;

Both of these

The HebrewM. T. has
I

meaning of /J e T'"

a resultant

I

a_yt>flwV

J1 N 1 •

with the

~

Thayer says E" with the dative can be trans-

1ated "with, among, in the presence of")
~sing

together

£! Eassages.-

Luke's independent quotations,
6l:1f

Luke 4:l8f.

quotation is one of

It is taken from Isaiah

with the exception of an omission and an addition from Isaiah
~

58:6.

Luke omits the words found in LXX B,

'e'/1'£"'0
/

\

11.$

/

""'7 yo

CI

x 4(rJ ,'''".

)

~

/

•

..l:yo

here as several

authorities

combined with the former.

JI
11
11if(J"'I/fU'CY41

)

\
TO"}

_

e-ar» ~,. I

He adds the 1'IOr<is,
a. IT o r: /' J I A a. I

4

"'fSI1".j'1

1'.r!)el(,f)f1"ftErDvJ

Press,

Our ~irst

•

Luke may be quoting from memory

suggest,5
The first

or he may have found it already
suggestion is probably the more

1Edwin Hatch, Essays "in Biblical
1889), p. 108f.

Greek (Oxford at the Clarendon

2H. E.. Dana, J. R. Mantey, OPe cit.,

3J. H. Thayer, Ope cit.,

p. 108.

p. 210.

4H. K. Luce, OPe cit., p. 120.
A. T. Robertson, A Translation
of LukefS Gospe1(NewYork: George Doran a'IidCompany,1923), p. 159.

5A. T. Robertson, WordPictures in the NewTestament the Gos 1
According to Luke, (NewYo:ric:Harper an Brotmrs,
93 Vol. II, p. 3 •
W. F. Burnside, The Gospel According to Luke (Cambrddgeat the
University

~ress,

1913), p. 110.

h7

feasible.
Although Luke 19:.46 is
it

will

be necessary
-'In
.E.O'Y~I1"''''

he states
poses

like

1

X

A 7 Sf

But Lenski thinks

Difference
18:20f,

differs

for the same reasons.

of "shall

be called".

because of its

(J",s.ra.1

"house of prayer"

Bohl pro-

"hed.drri.sche

gives it

a wider

2

in order ..-

Luke's order of the commandment.s , Luke

from the LXXand the Hebrew.. He begins with "adultery"

to Luke alone,

for

it

"murder" next.

is

order is not peculiar

that

it

may have been some liturgical

or

/

practice.3
the

But this

found in Romans13:9 and also in James 2:11.

This has led some to believe

which forbids

Also,

compare Matthew 22:24.

the LXX. but places

traditional

""-~o--,y

Luke omits the

of worShip which Luke wishes to emphasize here.
Luke 20:28,

like

comment here.

belt instead

Luke omits the

Ohren harte"..

with Matthew 21:13 and Mark 11:17,

Matthew and possibly

"my house shall

that

sense

to further

similar

f'

Luke us es the

7

with the aorist

subjunction

act of si.n ..4

single

Passage With Radical Variances
This passage
Matthew's

five

lEduard
2R.

c.

is

one of Luke's independent

independent

Bohl,

OPe

H. Lenski,

citations

cit .., p.
OPe

cit.,

in this

class,

citations,
presents

a hope-

55.
p. 1083~

3R. K.. Luce, OPe cit.,
p. 285.
D. Bernhard Weiss, Das Evangelium Lukas (Leipzig:
Hi.nr-Lch' sche Buchhandlung, ~,
p. 402.
4A.. T. Robertson,

and like

A Translation

Je

c.

of Luke's Gospel, p. 214.
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In Luke 2:23, we have the statement xo..{)~.f

less case for solution.

/

)'t!.f('

A

tr r:a

The closest

i

'I "'"OFt'
ev

/

XIl('OIJ

but its exact location is a mystery.

Old Tes.tament passage to it is EXodus 13:12, and it seems

as if Luke used portions

of several passages in this thirteenth chapter.

Our trouble lies in the fact that the LXX B differs with the Hebrew.
JA
/
./"1 (J"£,.VI Xt(
is not found in the M. To, but has been added by the LXX.

f

Luke, in order to retain it, places it in his quotation along with the
idea of separation.

The M. T. has.R
T

meaning

7: ~- Y 11 ) ,
-r

:

-

hiphil causative whose

:

is "to cause to pass over" from which is construed the idea of

separa t·~on or consecra t'~on. 1 Luke gives a rather loose and free translation of this word in
lates it with ~f.!~?

~>f/O'" n?

'05 .

at least Weiss, Robertson,

XIJI~w

X~1'8i(f",/t(/.

It is possible that Luke quoted from 13:2,12;
Lensk i and Zahn think so.2
\

as to pos tu'Lat.ethe use of Numbers 18:15, ;<0.1
and this was his explanation
efforts

of explanation

...

rra r

B'ohl goes so far

(',..

dl'4Vo,'j0v

to Theophilus of Exodus 13:2.3

/

t''l'ra...V,
These

are good, but the solution lies within the text.

Luke uses a loose citation,
the prophetic

The LXX trans-

endeavors to translate, and to adapt it to

contexte

lWilliam

Gesenius,

Ope cit., p, 745.

2D. Bernhard weiss, op. cit., p. 292f.
A. T. Robertson, Ope cit., p. 150.
R. C. H. Lenski, Ope cit., p. 570.
Theodor Zahn, Das Evangelium des Lucas (Leipzig: A. Deichert
sche Verlagsbuchhanglung
Nacfir., 1913), p. 14~, footnote p. 61.
3Eduard Bohl,
,.
Ope cit., p. 8 2.

CHAPTER V

COMPARISON OF THE SYNOPTIC

Now that we have completed
from the LXX as found in Matthew,
quotations

difficult

without

That there

are differences,

making reference

tations will reveal.

received

each writer has a
1
Luke was writing to a Theophilus

concerning

too.

the life of Jesus.

Je1lli.shpoint

Luke's back-

He was a companion of Paul, and, no doubt,

but from a Petrine

much of what he wrote

from the LXX as found

to it as it occurs in another Gospel.

a goodly amount of his knowledge

for Gentiles

It

only a casual perusal of the Gospel quo-

in mind.

had inquired

ground was different,

in the Synoptic Gospels.

These can be expected because

group of people

Who evidently

of the quotations

Mark and Luke, let us compare these

to discuss a quotation

in Matthew

different

our examination

in the light of their occurence

has been rather

GOSPELS

from him.2

Mark also ?~ites

point of View, for Mark probably received

from Peter.3

Matthew,

of course, wr0te from a

of view. 4

lLuke 1:3.
Gospel

2Alfred Plummer, A Critical and Exe etical Comment
According to St. Luke New York: C ar

:po ~Ili.
3Samuel A. Cartledge, A C,onservative Introduction to the New
Testament (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing COmpany, 1941),
pp. 73,76.

4A1fred

Plummer,

OPe

cit., p. xliii.
(49)
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There are twenty passages which are shared by the Synoptists;
this is almost half of the totu

row.
Matthew

Of these, one-half
and Mark

number of quota.tions lIhich is forty-

of them are shared by Matthew, Mark and Luke;
and Luke only four.

share six and Matthew

Luke do not have any to the exclusion
esting

It will also be inter-

to note that those shared by Matthew and Luke come exclusively

from the Wilderness
verses.

of Matthew.

Mark and

Temptation

which

is mentioned

by Mark with only two

1

Passages
By

passages

that are similar,

alike that the differences
are similar

Which Are Similar

are minor.

and they are listed
Matthew
3:3

4:4

is meant those which are so nearly

as follows:
Mark

Luke

1:3

3:4-6
4:4
4:10
4:12
4:8

4:6

4: 7
4:10
11:10
15:4
15:8f
19:5f
22:3.2
22:39
21:42
24:15
26:31
Matthew
one: Matthew

There are fourteen passages ~ich

1:2
7:10
7:6f
10:6f
12:26
12:31
12:10
13 :14

7:27

20;37
lO:27b
20::17

14:27

is identical with Mark in three passages and with Luke in

15:4 nth

1Mark 1:12,13.

Mark 7:10; Matthew 15:8f with Mark 7:6f;
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Matthew

24:15 with Mark 13:14; and Matthew 4:7 with Luke 4:12.
Matthew

3:3, Mark 1:3, and Luke .3:4 are identical, but Luke

adds verses five and six possibly

...-0

,

I

O'w

1"'7[> tor'

_ f)

,...

which "suits with the main idea of his Gospel--

You (j~o(,)

Jesus the Saviour
Matthew

because of his desire to emphasize

of all men". 1

adds the words,

"but upon every word that comes from the

4::4; but Luke 4:4 omits them and simply says,

mouth of God", in Matthew

"man shall not live by bread alone".
he is in agreement with LXX Be
appealed

Evidently the whole of Deuteronomy 8:.3

to him, so he uses it.

need of dependence

Matthew is not in error here, for

He may also have used it to stress the

upon God.

Luke 4:10 is identical with Matthew 4:6 but for the addition of
-;'/)v

r/4? ,,) 1;", ~c

our quotation

marks.

The

•

following the

~/YI

)(4{

is the same as

Luke calls our attention to what the

is to be, and thus is more specific.

,
I ...
$h£rEtt.Elrai

He does not depart from the LXX in

doing so.
Mark fails in this next passage to a certain extento
J

not contain an .E~

"it>

iJ/

tr

zrs r

e o o

at the end of the quotation but it i8

retained

by Matthew

11:10 and Luke 7:27.

thought,

and merely points out the way as being before him.

way is always before him.

Tbe omission does not change the

J

Matthew also has £.

y c»

OPe

cit., p. 109.

But, one's

I

In our next passage, Mark 10 :6-8 follo'W8 UX

lH. K. Luce,

Mark 1:2 does

probably for emphasis.
A in omitting

r;i yV~~tX;

r7"\OI1lXD)J'lt7f~C1"til

}

£v

l

follows LXX D in the addition.
Mark's text evidently

I"
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..

, while Matthew 19:5f

0 c.J

LXX D also agrees with the M. T.

omitted it, or he purposely omitted it; for it

does not affect the meaning of the ~uotation.
Matthew

22:32, Mark 12:26, Luke 20:37 have only minor differ.J

ences which can be attributed
Mark has

r

.J
,£

to the context.

Matthew has .£

I

yw

)

.GI}JI

,

I
W

and Luke omits both.

J

The remainder of the passages 1:5.

verbatim ..
Matthew

22:39, Mark 12:31, and Luke 10:27 are alike, but for
,

Luke's omission

I

of "Y()"rr'7rr.El_f

which, however, begins the beginning

of verse 27, "Thou shalt love,etc."
Another

example finds Matthew 21:42 and Mark 12:10 identical

but Luke 20:17 omits the VIOrds following
quote Psalm 117:22,23

Y

I

5

VYI4

• Matthew and Mark

but Luke quotes only verse 22.

Plummer suggests

that Luke would not have omitted this reference to the believing and
loyal Gentiles
but preferred

if he had known it.

Undoubtedly

Luke knew of this verse,

not to use it for reasons obvious to himself.

Matthew
Matthew

2

26:31 and Mark 14:27 have been considered under the

reference.

We accept them as similar, although the latter half

of Mark has been nearranged

IR. B.Swete,

:trom the order found in Matthew 4:1().

Ope cit., p. lxxiii.

2Alfred Plummer,

Ope cit., p. 462.
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Passages WhichDiffer
Our first
differ

passages, Matthew 19:18f, Mark 10:19f, Luke 18:20£,

as to order,

and this

can possibly be attributed

following chart Will help us in seeing the difference
Hebrew
Kill

I.G B

Matthew

Adultery

Adultery

steal

Steal

Kill

False
Witness

False
Witness

spective

Adultery

Adultery

Murder

steal

Luke

Sjr,eal

False
Witness

The reason for these differences

at a glance.

Mark
Kill

Kill
Adultery

to memory. The

Steal

Ealee
Witness

. False
Witness

has been considered under their re-

references.
In our next passages, Matthew 21:13 omits the

rri~,v

lOIS

)/()

of Mark 11:17, and so does Luke 19:46 who omits also

E(7Y,tfl'l'"

X.

J 'I f} l

(J

ttT4l.

Luke uses

under the Luke reference..
and Mark.

"house of prayer".
for all

, and the reason has been presented

References should also be checked for Matthew

The answer is probably contextual.

for the "house of prayer",

rt

J.'rr T"a,

MarkYddens the scope

and Luke merely calls

attention

to it as a

Matthew could very easily have used ~ark and omitted

nations ", because this would not have pleased his readers.
A free and loose quotation

is the nomenclature for our next

group of passages: Matthew 22:24, Mark 12:19, Luke aO:28.
Evangelists

point out a particular

detail

Each of the

about the manwhodied.

Matthew thinks the marriage of the brother to the widowis important.
Mark makes prominent the leaving of the wif'e with no Children.
attaches

Luke

consequence to the fact that the man had a wife but is child-

54
less.

All of this amounts to the same thing, but it is said in a

different way.
There are several differences between Matthew 22:37, Mark 12:29
and Luke 10:27a.

These have already been settled, as t hey 'Werecompared

with the LXX Deuterono~

6:4.

The following table will help:

The reason has been given as a difference in translation.

Matthew

follows the LXX A and Hebrew in giving three. Luke probably follows
C I
Mark who divides the LXX Bt s JlJtI'(,t.jJ£wsinto
mental and physical power.
Matthew 22 :44 and Mark 12::36 are identical, but Luke 20:42 has

v'cTT

I

0

r

i/o d 10'"

instead

of o"_
71'0 K 4

#",) •

Both Matthew and Mark have

,
1",IJrto 1(OfIDv

I

in some uncial manuscripts which may ha.vebeen the reason that Luke uses
C

it.

LXX B has

c;

l(l

'ITr o s: dell

(1'"

but LXX A has ()17' 0)(

t?'" co
I

; and

is followed

I

by Matthew and Mark.
The last passage for this chapter is found in Matthew 27:46
and Mark 15:34.

The differences have already been considered as a

difference in translation--cf. the references.

Mark uses the Aramaic

interpretation probably because of his readers, but Matthew uses both
Aramaic
Jews.

and

Hebrew which were readily recognized

and

accepted by the

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
It will be interesting,
Old Testament quotations,
note some of the results

at this point of our treatise

of the

to bring to a conclusion our research and
that accrue from the material.,

Weshall follow

the order of our paper by beginning with Matthew's use of the LXXand
the Me T.. Up to the present,
agreements with both texts"

we have dealt with his agreements and disA tabulation

to fix securely his method of utilizing

of those results will help us

the Old Testament quotations.

The same should be true of Mark and Luke" Then" a treatment of the
Synoptists

as they relate

to each other will follow ..

Matthew has fifteen

passages agreeing verbally with the LXXB,

which suggests the use of this mmluscript or its

quotation from memory

as a basis in writing his book& However, he uses forty quotations, and
this

cannot be said of all of them; because the,y depart from the LXXB

and even, at times, from the M. T~ Attention has been called to the fact
that Matthew leans toward the LXXA which, at times" disagrees with the
M. T.. and is closer
of our translational
scholars postulate
ulations

to the original
difficulties,

LXX&This maybe the answer for much
as already discussed.

Manyof the

the use of other sources as the answer, but their post-

are not satisfactory..

'1.'hi8

is seen from the fact that they agree

he used the Lll; but when he departs from it,
(55)

they attribute

it to
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various sources.

1

Perhaps
Matthew's

a rew examples

manuscript

may rurther strengthen the ASsertion that

was closer to the original and thus make the differ-

ences in many of his citations.
,

LXX B' s translation
by the Me T.
it.

In Matthew 2:15, he departs from the

I

or 1'a. I'.,f X,.. ~

Umoubtedly,

Matthew's

'!'hesame is true of Matthew

adheres

closely

references,

and uses

to the M. T.

c I
VI o If

which is also used

text had it, and thererore he uses

11 :10 where he departs from LXX B and

cf. also 4:10, 15:4, and 22:37.

he follows the LXX A, also, as well as the M. T.

In these
In addition,

there are aome cases in -which he leaves the M. T. as well as LXX B, and
Matthew

15:8 is one example.

means that, in Matthew's
M. T& and LXX B.

However, LXX A ~ X supports him, and this

time, the text that he used differed with the

Matthew

22:44 is another example where he differs with

M. T. and the printed Greek text LXX No.
contained

this difference.
Although

placing
qua~

we have endeavored

them under the various

of the effort.

quotation

Again, Matthew's text probably

to explain these differences by

classifications,

yet one feels the inade-

The fact still remains that Matthew records his

with different

words, phrases,

and clauses than the LXX and the

1A. H. McNeile, OPe cit., an Aramaic testimonia, p.9.
Eduard Bohl, OPe cit., an Aramaic volksbibe1, p. 5.
H. B. Swete, OPe cit., a recensional (Theodotion) that Matthew
used and having a close relation to the Alexandrian Greek which was in
the hands of the Palestinian Church, p. 30.
Willoughby Allen, Ope cit., speaks of a Greek verSion, p. 34.

~L

....
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M. T.

How much we can attribute

to memory, is impossible

to as

t.

cer a111.
Whether he used an Aramaic Targum, or the Hebrew Bible, or even
G
a reek
Version, not the LXX, will
have to remain unsolved until a later date.
Matthew's

sources have been buried

scholar's

spade. Toy m~

followed

in the dust of antiquity and await the

have been right in his assertion that the LXX
1
the New Testament text.
We feel that Matthew differs With the

LXX and M. T. because

his LXX text differed, and it was undoubtedly

to the original LXX manuscript.

closer

What has been said for Matthew can also be applied to Mark, for
they agree substantially.
consider

Perhaps

it might have been more logical to

Mark first and then Matthew,

Mark when he wrote.

since it is agreed that Matthew used

Mark, too, follows the LXX A rather than the LXX B

,

even though it may differ with the M. T.
There is no doubt that Luke used only Greek sources and not
Hebrew

or Aramaic which is possible

one instance,

its grammatical

Charles

In at least

he follows the LXX A even though it disagrees with the

LXX B and Me T.

to Luke's

in Matthew and Mark.2

3

cf. Luke 3:4-6.
errors.

4

texte

He follows the LXX A and corrects

Toy thinks the LXX A has probably been conformed

Thus, in contrast to Matthew and Mark, he follows the

lCrawford Howell Toy, Quotations in the New Testament (New York:
Scribner's Sons, 1884), p. 4; cf. also his Introduction.
2Alfred Plummer,

OPe

cit., p. li1.

3efe also Luke 4:18.
4Crawford

Howell Toy,

OPe

cit., p. 19.
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LXX and not the M. T., even though the M. T. is more correct than the
LXX.

Some maintain

that he did not know the Hebrew; but it is quite

possible

he was satisfied
1
refer to the Hebrew.
The differences
addition.

with the LXX, and did not deem it necessary to

between

the Synoptists

Most of the additions

are those of omission or

are in Matthew

uses the shorter of the passages.

and Luke.

Mark usually

This would indicate that they used

Mark or the same source that Mark did... On at least one occasion, Matthew
and Luke omit a portion
Luke 19:46.

In still another,

stress a particular
tuk~ 20:28..

that Mark keeps. cf ..Matthew 21:13, Mark 11:17,
they are alike in substance, but elect to

phase of the passage.

cf. Matthew

Where there are textual differences,

Matthew and Luke will

differ but Mark will always agree with one of them.
Mark as the basis for Matthew

22:24, Mark 12:19,

This further verifies

and Luke.

In the main, the quotations

point to a common source.

the LXX A is closer to that source than LXX B and M. T.
LXX B and M. T. seem to be more accurate.

lR. C ..H. Lenski,

L

contained copyist errors,

under one of tbe classifications

Ope cit., p.

594.

However, at times,

The textual differences may

be at'tributed to the fact that their manuscripts
or they can be catalogued

Undoubtedly,

used.
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LIST OF QUOTATIONS IN THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS
Matthew

Mark

Luke

1:23
2:23
2:6
2 :15
2:18
3:3
4:4
4:6
4:7
4:10
4:15f
5:21
5:27
5:31
5:38
5:43
8:17
9:13
11:10
12:7
12:18-21
13:14f
13:35

1:3

3:4-6
4::4
4:10£
4:12
4:8

1:2

7:27

4:18f
15:4
15:8f
19:5f
19:18f
21:4£
21:13
21:16
21:42
22:24

7:10
7:6f
9:48
10:6-8
10:19£

18:20f

11:17

19:46

12:10
12:19

20:17
20:28

Old Testament
Isaiah 7:14
Exod us 13:12
Micah 5:2
Hosea 11:1
Jeremiah 38:15; 31:15
Isaiah 40:3-5
Deuteronomy 8:3
Psalm 91:lIf
Deuterono~ 6:16
Deuteronomy 6:13
Isaiah 9 :1£
Exodus 20~13
Exodus 20:14
Deuteronomy 24:1
Exodus 21:24
Leviticus 19:18
Isaiah 53:4
Hosea 6:6
Malachi 3:1
Hosea 6:6
Isaiah 42:1-4
Isaiah 6:9£
Psalm 78:2
Isaiah 61:1f; 58:6
Exodus 20:12; 21:1.6
Isaiah 29:13
Isaiah 66:24
Genesis 1:-27; 2:24
Exodus 20:12-17
Zechariah 9:9, Isaiah 62:11
Isaiah 56:7, Jeremiah 7:11
Psalm 8:2
Psalm 117 :.22f
Deuteronomy 25:5 (Genesis 38:8)
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List of Quotations (Continued)
22:32
22:37
22:39
22:44
24:15

12:26
12:29f
12:31
12,:36
12:32
13:14

20:.37
10:27a
10 :.27b
20:42f

22:37
26:31
27:9f
27:46

14:27
15:34

Exodus 3:6
Deuteronomy 6:4f
Leviticus 19:18
Psalm 109:1
Deuteronomy 4:35; 6:4
Daniel 12:II
Isaiah 53 :12
Zechariah 13::1
Zechariah 11:13
Psalm 2).:1
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